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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Surface modification by molecular self-assembly
The second law of thermodynamics, or the law of entropy, is an infallible tenet of
nature. It states that an isolated system1) will spontaneously change its state until
it reaches a state of maximum entropy. Entropy is a measure of disorder, formulated
statistically as S = kB lnW , where kB is the Boltzmann constant andW is the number
of acceptable microscopic states. [1, 2]
In the framework of the law, order in a system must be created through external
forces. However, when we look around ourselves, we see that nature is full of order and
patterns. They are found at all scales, from sand dunes in a desert to the double helix
DNA. (Figure 1.1) These ordered structures emerge without any human intervention.
This is because our nature is an open system, a system capable of exchanging energy
and matter with its surroundings. In an open system, entropy of the system can
decrease spontaneously, thereby increasing its order, by giving out its internal energy
as heat to the surroundings. The autonomous organization of system’s components
1)An isolated system is a system with a boundary through which neither matter nor energy can be
transferred. A closed system is a system with a boundary through which energy, but not matter, can
be transferred. An open system is a system with a boundary through which matter and energy can
be transferred. [1]
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: Patterns in nature. (a): Sand dunes in a desert. [3] (b): Structure of a
double-helix DNA (left) and chromatin, a DNA-histone complex (right). [4]
into patterns or structures without external force is called self-assembly. [5]
1.1.1 Directing self-assembly: the bottom-up nanotechnology
Self-assembly is not only a scientifically attractive phenomena and the key to under-
standing nature but also one of the few practical strategies for making ensembles of
nanostructures. Fabrication of nanometer-scaled structures by designing the molecu-
lar components, controlling their interactions, and directing the form of self-assembly
is called the bottom-up nanotechnology.
Micelle nanolithography is one of the most successful products of the bottom-up
nanotechnology. It is a method for fabricating a hexagonally-ordered two-dimensional
patterns. [6] The self-assembling component in this system is a micelle encapsulating
an Au-nanoparticle. Micelles of polystyrene-block -poly[2-vinylphridine (HAuCl4)x],
a diblock copolymer, self-assemble into an uniform monomicellar film, when a solid
substrate is immersed into an organic solution containing the diblock copolymer and
2
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: (a) Schematic illustration of the micelle nanolithography process. [9] (b)
Optical microscope image of MC3T3-osteoblast cells cultured on a surface modified
with RGD-functionalized Au-nanoparticles. [8] Inset shows a scanning electron micro-
scope image of the Au-nanoparticle pattern.
pulled out from the solution at an appropriate velocity. (Figure 1.2(a)) It has been
shown that Au-nanoparticles between 2 to 8 nm in diameter can be deposited onto
silicon and glass substrates with an interparticle separation ranging from 28 to 140
nm. [6, 7]
An interesting feature of the micelle nanolithography is that the patterned Au-
nanoparticles can subsequently be chemically functionalized with biocompatible mole-
cules with a crosslinker for Au. For example, Arnold et al. have shown that by func-
tionalizing with c(RGDfK)-thiols, the Au-nanoparticles support an integrin binding,
and thus the substrate covered with an Au-nanoparticle array can be successfully used
to study the inter-integrin distance required for formation of active integrin clusters in
living cells. [8] (Figure 1.2(b)) Another interesting feature is that the method can be
coupled with top-down lithographic methods, such as electron beam (EB) lithography
or photolithography, to fabricate patterns of well-ordered nanoparticles. [8, 9]
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1.1.2 Self-assembled monolayers
Long-chain hydrocarbons carrying an appropriate reactive group spontaneously as-
semble onto a variety of surfaces to form monomolecular films. The first report on
preparation of such film was made by Zisman et al. back in 1946, [10] and the films
are now called the self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). They provide a convenient and
flexible bottom-up procedure with which to tailor surface properties of semiconductors,
metals, and metal oxides. [11]
The driving force for the spontaneous formation of the monolayer is molecule-
substrate and intermolecular interactions. [11, 12] The precursor molecules of SAMs
generally have three characteristic domains: a headgroup, a terminal group, and an
alkyl chain. (Figure 1.3) The headgroup is a surface-reactive functional group. It
forms a covalent linkage with the surface which anchors the molecules to the surface
and stabilizes them. Some of the headgroup-substrate combinations used in forming
SAMs are summarized in Table 1.1. The terminal group becomes the air-SAM interface
after monolayer formation, and it determines the general physicochemical properties
of the SAM. The intermolecular interactions between alkyl chains orderly arrange the
molecules on the surface.
Alkanethiolate-gold systems are the most extensively studied adsorbate/substrate
combinations to date, presumably because of the ease of preparation.2) Thiol groups
(-SH) of the alkanethiolates react readily with gold to form a covalent Au-S bond:
RSH + Au→ RSAu + 1
2
H2,
where R designates an arbitrary organic side group. [12] This reaction is exothermic
with the net adsorption energy of approximately −5 kcal/mol.
Organosilane-SiO2 systems are also the well studied combinations, since they can
2)Alkanethiols are not as moisture sensitive as alkylsilanes, and gold does not form a stable oxide.
Thus they can be handled in ambient conditions.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of a SAM. A precursor molecule of SAMs has three
characteristic domains: a headgroup, a terminal group, and an alkyl chain. After
SAM formation, the headgroup becomes the molecule-substrate interface, the terminal
group becomes the air-molecule interface, and the alkyl chain becomes the molecule-
molecule interface. Interactions at these interfaces determine the structure and surface
properties of the SAM.
Table 1.1: Combinations of headgroups and substrates used in forming SAMs. [11,12]
Ligand Substrate
RSiX3 AlO2, Au, GeO2, glass, HfO2, ITO, mica,
PtO, quartz, SiO2, TiO2, ZrO2, ZnSe
RHC=CH2 Si
RSH Ag, Ag90Ni10, AgS, Au, AuAg, AuCu,
AuxPd1−x, CdTe, CdSe, CdS, Cu, FePt,
GaAs, Ge, Hg, HgTe, InP, Ir, Ni, PbS,
Pd, PdAg, Pr, Ru, Stainless Steel 316L,
YBa2Cu3O7−δ, Zn, ZnSe, ZnS
RSSR’ Ag, Au, CdS, Pd
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Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of an alkylsilane SAM.
be formed directly onto semiconductor or metal oxide surface which are technologically
very important. Applications of alkylsilane SAMs (Figure 1.4) include organic transis-
tors [13–15], EB resists [16, 17], and cell adhesion interfaces [18, 19]. Alkylsilanes em-
ployed in the SAM formation are alkyltrichlorosilanes and alkyltrialkoxysilanes, that
exhibit chloro (Cl) and alkoxy (OCnH2n+1)3) groups, respectively, at their headgroups.
When the molecules, either in liquid or vapor phase, is exposed to a substrate surface,
their functional groups hydrolyze with ambient or surface-bound H2O molecules and
substitute into hydroxy (OH) groups. The thus formed silanol (SiOH) groups react
readily with each other and also with surface hydroxy groups and form a polysiloxane.
This is the driving force behind the self-assembly of the alkylsilane SAMs. [12]
3)Usually a methoxy (OCH3) or ethoxy (OC2H5) group.
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1.2 Motivation and purpose of this study
Ever since the pioneering work by Sagiv and his co-workers in the 1980’s, research on
organosilane SAMs on SiO2 surfaces has been growing exponentially. SAMs are not
merely a method to passivate surfaces. They constitute ordered molecular platforms
that can be employed in surface patterning and bottom-up nanofabrication. [20] How-
ever, in contrast to the increasing interest, the actual structure of the organosilane
SAMs remains to be a subject of debate.
Whereas alkanethiol SAMs on gold exhibit a crystalline structure revealed by X-
ray diffraction and scanning tunneling microscopy studies, [12,21] organosilane SAMs
are usually amorphous or exhibit only a low degree of crystallinity. A primary reason
for this is the existence of a complex polysiloxane network at the SAM/SiO2 interface,
whereas, in case of alkanethiol SAMs, a thiol group bonds directly onto the crystalline
gold surface via an Au-S bond.
Many studies have been conducted to elucidate the microscopic structure of organo-
silane SAMs, but the results have often been conflicting. Figure 1.5(a) and 1.5(b) show
a schematic illustration of alkylsilane SAMs drawn by Ulman [12, 22] and Sugimura
et al. [23], respectively. In these figures, all silanol groups at the headgroups are
condensed and forming siloxane bonds, either with another alkylsilane or with the
substrate. On the other hand, it has theoretically been suggested that such depiction
of the interfacial polysiloxane is inaccurate. [24] The major problem is that steric
hindrance between alkyl chains of two cross-linked alkylsilanes is not considered in the
figures. Strong steric hindrance occurs due to a discrepancy between the bond length
of a siloxane (Si-O-Si) bond and the van der Waals diameter of an alkyl chain. Even if
we assume that the Si-O-Si is widened to 180 deg,4) the distance between two silicon
atoms would be about 3.2 A˚, since a typical Si-O bond length is about 1.6 A˚. [24]
4)This assumption is not unnatural since an Si-O-Si angle is known to be very flexible. [25]
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.5: Schematic illustrations of alkylsilane SAMs on solid substrate by two
authors: (a) Ulman [12,22] and (b) Sugimura et al. [23].
This is much shorter than an van der Waals diameter of an alkyl chain, which is about
4.6 A˚. [26] In a van der Waals interaction between two atoms, a weak attractive force
proportional to r−7, is dominant when the distance between the two atoms, r, is larger
than an equilibrium distance req, but a strong repulsive force proportional to r−13
dominates when r is smaller than req. Therefore when two alkyl chains come closer
than 4.6 A˚, strong steric repulsion occurs, meaning that alkyl chains of two cross-linked
alkylsilanes cannot stand in parallel to each other. Stevens pointed out this problem
in his paper, and by a very simple model building using hard spheres, he concluded
that cross-linking siloxane bonds cannot exist between two alkylsilanes if the molecules
were to fully cover an silica surface. [24] Yet, such a model is still insufficient, because
a previous experimental report on alkylsilane SAMs on metal oxides showed that the
cross-linking Si-O-Si bonds does exist, [26] and it is quite unlikely that alkylsilane
SAMs on SiO2 substrate does not incorporate such cross-linking bonds.
Various analytical tools have been employed to study the surface properties and
structures of organosilane SAMs. For example, atomic force microscopy (AFM) has
been used extensively to characterize the surface topography of the SAMs prepared
8
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Figure 1.6: Tapping mode AFM image (20×20 µm2) of a partial octadecyltrichloro-
silane SAM on oxidized silicon. [27]
under various conditions. (Figure 1.6) Yet despite many experimental studies, a mi-
croscopic analysis of the polysiloxane at the organosilane SAM/SiO2 interface, which
plays a critical role in determining the molecular aggregation state of the organosilane
SAMs, is difficult for two reasons. First, the polysiloxane is buried under organic layer,
and hence a direct observation of the polysiloxane cannot be carried out. Second, the
composition of the polysiloxane is the same as that of the bulk substrate, i.e., SiO2,
and hence it is often very difficult to distinguish the two phases.
The first purpose of this work is to atomistically characterize the interface of
organosilane SAM and SiO2, and to study its effect on the aggregation state of
organosilane molecules, by means of theoretical calculation. Theoretical calculation
and analysis provide considerable insights of systems that are difficult to study ex-
perimentally. Ab initio first principles calculation is theoretically the most precise
method, which explicitly calculates molecular orbitals or electron density functions of
molecules in a system of interest. However, with the ab initio method, a practical size
of a simulation model is limited to a hundred or so atoms. Reports have been made
9
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on modeling the adsorption reaction of alkylsilane molecule onto a silica cluster, [28]
but the maximum number of molecules in the simulation is only two. Therefore it
obviously appears that the method is not the most suitable choice for modeling a
monolayer of alkylsilane molecules.
Theoretical calculation techniques based on classical mechanics provide a more
time-efficient way of modeling large-scale systems. They are the molecular mechanics
(MM) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, in which interatomic interactions
are expressed with an empirical potential function and a set of parameters. In the
classical MM and MD simulations, distribution of electrons is not explicitly calculated,
and hence it is possible to practically simulate a model of over tens of thousands of
atoms. In this work I employed one of the most well-known force field, AMBER, to
carry out large-scale molecular simulation of alkylsilane SAM/SiO2 systems.
The second purpose of this work is to experimentally investigate the effect of the
interfacial polysiloxane topology on surface properties of octadecylsilane SAMs on
SiO2 substrate. Surface properties of the SAMs are evaluated using various methods,
including ellipsometry, AFM, and grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD). I will
show that, by thermally annealing octadecylsilane SAMs after deposition, lateral order
of octadecylsilanes decreases, which is suggested to be a result of polycondensation
of remaining silanols at SAM/SiO2 interface. Furthermore, the annealing process
enhances the resistivity of octadecylsilane SAMs against hydrofluoric acid (HF), a
vital property of the SAM when it is used as an EB resist.
The third purpose of this work is to apply the surface nanofabrication technique
using SAMs to neurobiology. Human brain is composed of 100 billion (1011) neurons
with an estimated 200 trillion (2×1014) synaptic contacts between them. [29] It is
this network of neurons that carries out various brain functions, such as perception,
movement, cognition, attention, memory, and communication. But how?
10
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Figure 1.7: Neurons involved in a knee-jerk, an involuntary spinal reflex. [31]
For some of the very simple functions of the brain and the nervous system, their
neural bases have been elucidated. A knee-jerk5), for example, requires a network of
only four neurons: a sensory neuron, two motor neurons, and a inhibitory interneuron
(Figure 1.7). [31] Neural bases of simple movement and monomodal perception are also
fairly well understood. However, when it comes to multimodal perception, its mecha-
nism remains to be debated. Moreover the most enigmatic problem in neuroscience,
the mind-body problem, [32–34] still remains untouched.
Understanding the performance of the brain requires a two-pronged approach.
First, we need to know the basic architecture of its circuitry, and second, we must de-
cipher the rules governing interactions among neurons and neuronal systems. [29] For
the first approach, anatomists and molecular biologists have revealed a great much
about the structure of the neuronal network at both microscopic and macroscopic
levels. Recent progress in this field includes the development of the ”Brainbow” tech-
nique, which transgenically stains neurons in mouse brain with multiple fluorescent
proteins and visualizes individual neurons and the circuit context of them. [35, 36]
5)A knee-jerk is an involuntary reflex kick caused by a blow on the tendon just below the knee. [30]
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.8: Cerebellar circuit tracing of a Brainbow transgenic mouse. [35] (a) An
fluorescent image of a cerebellar flocculus and (b) a three-dimensional digital recon-
struction of region boxed in (a) containing 341 axons and 93 granule cells. Scale bars:
(a), 50 µm; (b), 15 µm.
(Figure 1.8) Electron microscopy [37] and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI; Figure
1.9) [38] techniques are also progressing very rapidly.
On the other hand, not much has been elucidated for the second approach. For
instance, we still do not know the input-output relationship of isolated neurons un-
der different conditions or the relationship between the function of a single neuron
and a global operation as a network. [39] In search of answers to these questions, one
promising approach would be to construct an artificially designed network of multiple
neurons, and investigate its global properties, immunohistochemically and physiolog-
ically. Brain is a complex, hierarchical system which constitutes of neurons. We
also know that the neurons constitute of proteins, nucleic acids, and phospholipids,
which then are made up of molecules. In an investigation of a complex system, the
focus is on how subsystems (neurons) of a system (brain), interact with each other
12
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.9: Diffusion tensor magnetic resonance images of thalamic fibers in human
brain. [38] (a) Anterior and (b) left lateral views. Corticobulbar fiber tracts are colored
in light blue, corticosinal tract in white, anterior thalamic radiation in bright purple,
superior thalamic radiation in purple, and posterior thalamic radiation in dark blue.
For anatomic guidance, thalamus is colored in yellow, putamen and globus pallidus
in light green, caudate nucleus in dark green, and the hippocampus, amygdala, and
ventricles in gray.
and emerge the properties of the system. Detailed elements of neurons can generally
been neglected. [40] This reductionist approach is akin to that of statistical mechan-
ics, which provides a mathematical relationship between microscopic motions of atoms
and macroscopic thermodynamic properties of a system.
SAM is attractive as a template which supports a designed network of neurons.
SAMs have been successfully used to tailor material surfaces to obtain control over ad-
hesion, spreading, proliferation, and differentiation of living cells. [18,19,41] Moreover,
multiple types of SAMs can be patterned by using lithographic techniques, and such a
SAM-patterned substrate can be used to control adhesion sites and neurite extension
pathways of neurons.
13
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1.3 Overview
In Chapter 2, I will describe in detail the development of potential parameters needed
for MM calculation of organosilane SAM/SiO2 systems and the results of the molecular
simulations. To carry out MM calculations, I employed the AMBER force field, a well-
known force field for simulations of biomolecules. Since the AMBER force field does
not contain any parameters for silicon, an inorganic element, I first developed a set
of organosilane parameters needed for the simulation of the organosilane SAM/SiO2
systems. The parameters were developed nonempirically, by fitting parameter values
to reproduce the deformation energy of ab inito simulations. In order to perform
simulations that regard chemical reactions of functional groups, I developed a Monte
Carlo (MC) simulator that samples structure models with different siloxane bonding
topologies in the framework of the Metropolis Method. The sampling was carried out
in either a canonical or a grand canonical ensemble. When sampled in a canonical
ensemble, parameter of the simulation is the total number of siloxane bonds at a
SAM/SiO2 interface. When sampled in a grand canonical ensemble, parameter of the
simulation is the chemical potential of an H2O molecule that are added or removed
by a breakage or formation, respectively, of a siloxane bond.
In Chapter 3, I will discuss about the results of surface analysis experiments which
were carried out to investigate the origin of the resistivity of octadecylsilane SAMs
against HF. Resistance against HF is an important property of the SAM because the
SAM can be used as an positive-type EB resist, and the HF is used as a pattern
developer. Surface analyses were performed using ellipsometry, AFM, and GIXD.
In Chapter 4, I will discuss about an application of a SAM patterning technique
using EB lithography to neurobiology. I will describe the fabrication processes of
SAM patterns that support network formation of PC12 cells and the results of the cell
culture. Cell chips of such ”artificially designed neuronal network” should lead to an
14
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innovative technology in drug screening, for example, by studying in detail the effect
of a candidate drug on signaling mechanism at synaptic junction and by reducing the
number of laboratory animals.
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Chapter 2
A molecular simulation study of
organosilane self-assembled
monolayer (SAM)/SiO2
interfaces
2.1 Introduction
Surface physicochemical properties of SAMs are generally determined by terminal
groups of their precursor molecules. [1, 2] However, recent experimental studies have
shown that an aggregation state of the molecules also affects surface properties, even
if precursor molecules with the same terminal groups are employed. Takahara et al.
previously reported that surface chemical and structural properties of octadecylsilane
SAMs varied depending on whether the SAMs were prepared using chemisorption,
water-cast, or chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods. [3] For example, SAMs
prepared using the CVD method exhibited significantly lower hysteresis of dynamic
contact angles of water1) than those prepared by the other two methods. Grazing
1)Dynamic contact angles are the advancing (θA) and receding (θR) contact angles of a water droplet
while it is slipping down a tilted substrate surface. The hysteresis of the dynamic contact angles is
defined as θA − θR. [3]
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incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) experiments revealed that the SAMs prepared by
the chemisorption method and the water-cast method exhibited a hexagonal order,
whereas those prepared by the CVD method were amorphous and exhibited no crys-
talline order. Recently our group found that octadecylsilane SAMs prepared by the
CVD method exhibit higher resistivity against hydrofluoric acid (HF) than those pre-
pared by the chemisorption method. [4] Since SAMs function as a positive EB resist for
which HF serves as a developer [5,6], improvement of their HF resistivity is technolog-
ically crucial. It is therefore of great importance to control the molecular aggregation
states so that SAMs with desired properties can be prepared. However, the mecha-
nisms underlying the structural differences among these molecular aggregation states
are not understood at present.
A bonding topology of a polysiloxane at a SAM/substrate interface is expected to
play a key role in determining the molecular aggregation state in SAMs. Two types
of covalent siloxane (Si-O-Si) bonds characterize the interface, namely an anchoring
bond (Figure 2.1(a)) and a cross-linking bond (Figure 2.1(b)). An anchoring bond is a
siloxane bond formed between a headgroup of an organosilane molecule and a surface
silanol (SiOH) group, and a cross-linking bond is a siloxane bond formed between
headgroups of two adjacent organosilane molecules. Using Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy, Tripp and Hair [7,8] found that only few, if any, anchoring bonds exists
between a SAM and a high-surface area silica particle [8]. This view was further
supported by the fact that organosilane SAMs could be formed on a mica [1, 9, 10]
or gold surface [1, 9, 11], which has little or nearly no hydroxy groups. On the other
hand, in a modeling study by Stevens, it was claimed that cross-linking bonds could
not exist in a SAM fully covering a silica surface [12]. Furthermore, a nuclear magnetic
resonance study of alkylsilane SAMs on various metal oxides revealed the presence of
not only cross-linking bonds but also anchoring bonds [13], which suggested a possible
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustrations of (a) anchoring and (b) cross-linking siloxane
bonds.
existence of anchoring bonds also in SAMs formed on SiO2 substrates. Thus, a bonding
structure at the SAM/SiO2 interface is still not fully understood.
In this chapter, I will discuss the method and results of a molecular simulation
study conducted to investigate the molecular structure of the SAM/SiO2 systems. I
first developed a set of organosilane parameters in order to simulate organosilanes
with the AMBER force field. Then a series of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations was
performed to obtain thermal equilibrium structures of the SAM/SiO2 systems.
SAM formation in a dry ambient, by which an atomically smooth monolayer can
be obtained [14,15], is considered to occur in the following sequence [14,16]:
1. physisorption of precursor molecules onto the substrate with their polar head-
groups facing the surface,
2. spontaneous accumulation and alignment of the precursor molecules via van der
Waals and electrostatic interactions between the alkyl chains,
3. hydrolysis of the functional groups with surface bound water molecules, and
finally,
4. chemisorption to the substrate by polycondensation reactions at the SAM/SiO2
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interface.
Focus of this chapter is on step 4 and the interaction between the SAM and SiO2
substrate. It is still controversial whether or not the surface bound water molecules
remain in between the SAM/SiO2 interface after the chemisorption process. While
some reports insist that a layer of water molecules exists between a SAM and a sub-
strate [17–19], other reports insist the need of dry and anhydrous ambient to prepare
high quality monolayers [14, 15]. Therefore, in this study, water molecules were ex-
cluded from simulation systems.
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2.2 Development of organosilane parameters for the AM-
BER force field
A molecular mechanics (MM)/molecular dynamics (MD) simulator AMBER [20] and
its force field [21] were employed for calculating an optimized atomic coordinates of
the organosilane SAM/SiO2 system. Although a simulation of the system obviously
requires potential parameters for organosilanes and SiO2 substrate, the AMBER force
field does not contain any parameters associated with Si, an inorganic element. There-
fore I first developed a set of organosilane parameters in order to perform MM calcu-
lations of the SAM/SiO2 system with the AMBER force field. All the organosilane
parameters were determined by fitting the AMBER potential function to the potential
energy estimated by ab initio calculations using Gaussian 03 [22]. In the ab initio cal-
culations, the 6-311+G* basis set and the B3LYP method were employed to achieve
high numerical accuracy. In this section, I will first give a brief introduction to the
MM/MD simulator AMBER and its force field. Then I will discuss the details on the
method of determining the organosilane parameters.
2.2.1 Overview of the AMBER force field
AMBER: a MM/MD simulator
AMBER (Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement) is a MM/MD simulator
developed exclusively for modeling biological molecules, such as proteins and nucleic
acids, and carbohydrates. It was first developed in 1981 by Peter A. Kollman and his
group at the University of California, San Francisco. After the death of Kollman in
2001, a group of researchers under the direction of David Case at the Scripps Institute
is continuing its development. The latest version of the simulator is version 10 released
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Figure 2.2: Information flow in the AMBER program suite. [23]
in April 14, 2008. Version 8, released in March 15, 2004, was used in the calculations
carried out in this work.
AMBER is a suite of programs comprising modules for system preparation, simu-
lation, and trajectory analysis (Figure 2.2). [23] Two of the modules are employed in
this study: LEaP and sander. LEaP (Link, Edit, and Parm) is a preparation program
that generates two files, a coordinate (prmcrd) file and a parameter-topology (prm-
top) file, required for running MM or MD calculations. The prmcrd file contains the
Cartesian coordinates of all atoms in the system, and the prmtop file contains all other
information needed to compute energies and forces, i.e., atom names, masses, charges,
force field parameters, and lists of bonds, angles, and dihedrals. sander (Simulated
Annealing with NMR-Derived Energy Restraints) is the main MM/MD program. It
reads the prmcrd and prmtop files generated by LEaP, along with an input file, which
specifies detailed conditions of the calculation.
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AMBER force field
In classical MM/MD simulations, adequate design and choice of a force field is funda-
mental for successful modeling of a system. The classical force fields may be classified
into three classes: class I, II, and III. [24] Class I force fields are designed to treat large
systems, such as proteins or DNA, and their functional forms are kept as simple as
possible: simple harmonic functions for bond stretching and angle bending energies,
no cross-terms2), and the Lennard-Jones (12-6) potential for van der Waals energy.
Class II force fields, on the other hand, are designed to treat small to medium size
molecules with a high degree of accuracy and strive to reproduce not only geometries
and relative energies but also vibrational frequencies of systems. These force fields use
at least cubic or quartic expansions in the bond stretching and angle bending energies,
and include a number of cross-terms, and possibly an exponential-type potential for
van der Waals energy. Class III force fields incorporate also the electronic polarization
effects and are designed, for example, for modeling hyperconjugation, which requires
even higher accuracy. The AMBER force field is classified as a Class I force field
and is expressed in a very simple functional form: bonds and angles represented by
simple diagonal harmonic expressions, dihedrals by a trigonometric function, van der
Waals interactions by a 12-6 potential, and electrostatic interactions by a Coulombic
potential of atom-centered point charges: [21]
2)Cross-terms cover coupling between fundamental terms in a force field. [25] They are usually
written as products of fundamental terms involved in them. The most important cross-term is the
stretching/bending term, which, for an i-j-k atomic sequence, may be written as:
Estr/bend =
X
angles
kijks/b (θ − θeq)
h“
rij − rijeq
”
−
“
rjk − rjkeq
”i
,
where the notations are the same as the Equation (2.1) below, except that the summation runs over all
angles (i-j-k sequences), kijks/b is a force constant for the cross-term, and superscripts indicate the atoms
involved in a variable. Other examples of such cross-terms are stretching/stretching, bending/bending,
stretching/torsion, bending/torsion, bending/torsion/bending terms.
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Etotal =
∑
bonds
kr(r − req)2 +
∑
angles
kθ(θ − θeq)2
+
∑
dihedrals
Vn
2
[1 + cos(nφ− γ)]
+
∑
i<j
[
Aij
R12ij
− Bij
R6ij
+
qiqj
²Rij
]
+
∑
Threemembered rings
E[nalkyl Si], (2.1)
where kr kcal/(mol A˚2) is a force constant of a bond stretch, r A˚ a bond length, req
A˚ an equilibrium bond length, kθ kcal/(mol rad2) a force constant of a bond bending,
θ rad a bond angle, θeq rad an equilibrium bond angle, Vn kcal/mol a magnitude of
dihedral angle, n a periodicity of the dihedral angle, φ a dihedral angle, γ deg a phase
offset. Aij and Bij are the van der Waals parameters, Rij A˚ is a distance between atom
i and j, qi a point charge on atom i, and ² a dielectric constant. Finally, E[nalkyl Si]
is a penalty energy imposed on Si-O three membered rings, and nalkyl Si = {1, 2, 3} is
the number of silicon atom(s) of alkylsilane in the three membered ring. The force
field does not consider any cross-terms. In MM calculations coordinates of atoms are
optimized so as to minimize the energy in Equation (2.1). In MD calculations, force
applied on each atom is calculated from the positional derivation of Equation (2.1).
The first and second terms of Equation (2.1) express strain energies arising from
bond stretches (Figure 2.3(a)) and angle bends (Figure 2.3(b)), respectively. The
third term is a dihedral term. Dihedral angle, or a torsion angle, is defined as an angle
between two planes which are defined by four consecutively bonding atoms. (Figure
2.3(c)) It expresses, for example, the difference in energy of molecules having trans
and gauche conformations. Since this term expresses a periodic energy change while
a bond rotates 360 deg around its axis, it is often represented by a Fourier series type
function. In the AMBER force field, all higher-order terms of the Fourier series are
neglected, and only the first cosine term is used.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.3: Three components of the bonding interaction term: (a) bond stretch, (b)
angle bend, and (c) dihedral torsion.
The forth term is a non-bonding interaction term, which is expressed as a sum of
van der Waals and electrostatic interactions. This term, especially the electrostatic
term, is very important in simulations of biological systems, since they often contain
a large number of atoms. [26] In the van der Waals interaction term expressed by the
12-6 potential, the first term represents a repulsive interaction originating in the Pauli
exclusion principle when electron orbitals of two atoms overlap, and the second term
represents an interaction between an instantaneous dipole and an induced dipole of
nearby atoms. The force field parameters Aij and Bij are derived as:
Aij = εij · (R∗ij)12, (2.2)
Bij = 2 · εij · (R∗ij)6, (2.3)
where R∗ij and εij are calculated from the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rule: [21, 27]
R∗ij = R
∗
i +R
∗
j , (2.4)
εij =
√
εi · εj , (2.5)
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where R∗i A˚ is the van der Waals radius of atom i, and εi kcal/mol is the van der
Waals well depth of atom i.
Electrostatic interactions are expressed as Coulombic interactions, and qi is an
atom-centered charge defined for each atom in a system. The van der Waals and
electrostatic interactions are calculated between different molecules in the system or
between atoms separated by three or more bonds within a molecule. For 1-4 pair
atoms, i.e., a pair of atoms separated by just three bonds, an empirical scaling factor
is multiplied to the term: 1/2 for the van der Waals interaction and 1/1.2 for the
electrostatic interaction.
The fifth term is a penalty energy term imposed on Si-O three membered rings
at SAM/SiO2 interface in order to correct the strain energy of the three membered
ring that is underestimated by the other terms alone. Silicon atoms of the alkylsilane
molecules and those of the SiO2 substrates need to be distinguished when calculating
the penalty energy, and nalkyl Si = {1, 2, 3} is the number of alkylsilane silicon atom(s)
in a three membered ring.
Atom types
In the AMBER force field, potential parameters are assigned not to each element but to
each ”atom types”. Atom type is a classification of atoms whose chemical and physical
characters are sufficiently alike to be treated identically in molecular simulations. For
instance, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, and hydrogen are classified into 13, 7, 5,
2, and 12 atom types, respectively. Although the function form of the AMBER force
field is quite simple, introduction of atom types allows the simple force field to achieve
high modeling accuracy.
The atom types used in this work are summarized in Table 2.1. Here, Si and
DM are original atom types of this work, not defined in the AMBER force field at
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default. A single atom type Si is used for all silicon atoms in MM calculations of
the organosilane SAM/SiO2 system. Parameters related to the atom type Si will
be presented in Sections 2.2.2-2.2.4. Atom type DM was introduced to facilitate the
procedure of bond exchange.3) DM is a so called dummy atom, and it does not interact
with other atoms. All parameters related to the atom type DM are summarized in
Tables 2.2-2.5. A nonzero atomic mass m was assigned only to avoid the divergence
of velocity (v = Ft/m) in MD calculations.
Table 2.1: Atom types used in this work [21]
Atom Type Description
carbon CT any sp3 carbon
oxygen OH sp3 oxygen in alcohols etc.
OS sp3 oxygen in ethers
hydrogen HO hydrogen in alcohols etc.
HC hydrogen attached to aliphatic carbon with
no electron-withdrawing substituents
silicon Si any sp3 silicon
dummy atom DM dummy atom
Table 2.2: Bond stretching parameters for atom type DM
Bond kr (kcal/(mol A˚2)) req (A˚)
DM-DM 0.0 0.0
DM-Si 0.0 0.0
DM-OS 0.0 0.0
3)Details on the procedure of bond exchange will be given in Section 2.3.2.
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Table 2.3: Angle bending parameters for atom type DM
Angle kθ (kcal/(mol rad2)) θeq (deg)
DM-DM-Si 0.0 0.0
DM-DM-Si 0.0 0.0
DM-Si-DM 0.0 0.0
DM-Si-CT 0.0 0.0
DM-Si-OS 0.0 0.0
DM-Si-OH 0.0 0.0
DM-OS-DM 0.0 0.0
DM-OS-Si 0.0 0.0
OS-DM-Si 0.0 0.0
Table 2.4: Dihedral parameters for atom type DM
Torsion No. of paths Vn/2 (kcal/mol) γ (deg) n
DM-DM-Si-DM 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-DM-Si-OS 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-DM-Si-OH 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-DM-Si-CT 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-DM-OS-DM 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-DM-OS-Si 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-Si-DM-OS 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-Si-OS-DM 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-Si-OS-Si 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-Si-OH-HO 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-Si-CT-CT 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-Si-CT-HC 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-OS-DM-Si 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-OS-Si-OS 1 0.0 0.0 1
DM-OS-Si-OH 1 0.0 0.0 1
Si-DM-OS-Si 1 0.0 0.0 1
OS-DM-Si-OS 1 0.0 0.0 1
OS-DM-Si-OH 1 0.0 0.0 1
OS-DM-Si-CT 1 0.0 0.0 1
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Table 2.5: Van der Waals and electrostatic parameters for atom type DM
Atom type Mass R∗ (A˚) ε (kcal/mol) q
DM 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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2.2.2 Bonding parameters
This section overviews the bonding parameters, i.e., the bond parameters, the angle
parameters, and the dihedral parameters, of the atom type Si, which was supplemented
into the AMBER force field to conduct an simulation of organosilane SAM/SiO2 sys-
tems.
Bond parameters
The first term in the AMBER potential represents a strain energy due to bond stretch-
ing. Novel sets of bond parameters necessary in this work are those for Si-CT, Si-OH4),
and Si-OS.
A cluster model used for determining the Si-CT bond parameters is shown in Figure
2.4(a). The alkyl group was modeled by an ethyl (C2H5) group for two reasons. First,
by using an ethyl group, not a methyl group, coordination state and molecular orbital
of the carbon which is directly bonding silicon resemble those of alkylsilane molecules
which constitute actual SAMs. Second, a previous ab initio study on alkanethiol
SAM on gold reports that Au-S bonding energy and alkyl chain interactions differ
pronouncedly in methanethiols and ethanethiols, whereas no significant difference was
observed in ethanethiol and alkanethiols with longer chains. [28] They concluded that
ethanethiol is a reasonable model for longer alkyl chains. Figure 2.4(b) shows the
results of the ab initio potential energy calculations on the cluster model at various
Si-CT bond length, and a fitting curve to them. The minimum of the fitting curve
was set to an equilibrium bond length calculated with an energy minimization on the
same cluster model, and the curvature was adjusted carefully to reproduce the energy
variation adequately.The Si-CT bond parameters were determined to be kr = 220.0
kcal/(mol A˚2) and req = 1.85 A˚.
4)”OH” here indicates the atom type ”OH” and not a hydroxy group.
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Because of the anharmonicity of molecular potential curves, the harmonic approx-
imation is poor when a bond or an angle (as discussed later) is displaced largely from
equilibrium. However, in large-scale molecular simulations of this work, total energy,
calculated with Equation (2.1) is dominated by the non-bonding terms, and the sum
of bond stretching and angle bending energies comprise only 5%, at most, of the total
energy. Therefore the variations of the fitting curves from the ab initio calculation
plots are negligible.
The atom type OH, an sp3 oxygen in a hydroxy group, is employed in this work as
an oxygen in a headgroup of organosilane and in a surface silanol group of the SiO2
substrate. A cluster model for determining the Si-OH parameters is the same as that
used for the Si-CT parameters, but here ab initio calculations were performed while
varying the length of the Si-O bond as shown in Figure 2.5(a). Figure 2.5(b) shows the
ab initio potential energy of the cluster model plotted against the Si-OH bond length,
and a fitting curve to the plots. Considering the three-fold geometrical symmetry of
the molecule, the three Si-O bonds in the molecule were stretched simultaneously, and
the calculated potential energies were divided by three to derive the contribution from
a single Si-O bond. The Si-OH bond parameters were determined to be kr = 370.0
kcal/(mol A˚2) and req = 1.66 A˚.
The atom type OS is originally an sp3 oxygen ethers. In the current work, the
usage of the atom type is spread, and it is employed as an oxygen coordinating two
silicons. A cluster model used for determining the Si-OS bond parameters is shown in
Figure 2.6(a). Considering the geometrical symmetry of the model, the two Si-O bonds
of the central oxygen were stretched simultaneously, while calculating the potential
energy. The potential energies were then divided by two to extract the contribution
from a single Si-OS bond. Figure 2.6(b) shows the potential energy plotted against
the Si-OS bond length and a fitting curve to the plots. The Si-OS bond parameters
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were determined to be kr = 160.0 kcal/(mol A˚2) and req = 1.62 A˚.
Table 2.6 summarizes the three sets of bond parameters.
Angle parameters
The second term in the AMBER potential represents a strain energy due to angle
bending. Novel sets of angle parameters necessary in this work are those for Si-CT-
CT, Si-CT-HC, Si-OS-Si, Si-OH-HO, CT-Si-OH, OH-Si-OH, CT-Si-OS, OH-Si-OS,
OS-Si-OS. For the last three sets, the angle parameters are not determined separately,
but instead, CT-Si-OH parameters for CT-Si-OS, and OH-Si-OH parameters for OH-
Si-OS and OS-Si-OS, are used.
A cluster model used for determining the Si-CT-CT angle parameters is shown in
Figure 2.7(a). This is the same cluster model used for the determination of Si-CT
bond parameters discussed in the last section. Ab initio calculations were performed
while changing the Si-CT-CT angle, and the results are plotted in Figure 2.7(b). The
fitting curve is also shown in Figure 2.7(b), and the Si-CT-CT angle parameters were
determined to be kθ = 82.1 kcal/(mol rad2). Although the optimum Si-CT-CT angle
was calculated to be 111.51 deg, θeq was set to 109.50 deg, following the philosophy
of the original AMBER force field.5)
A cluster model used for determining the Si-CT-HC angle parameters is shown in
Figure 2.8(a). Considering the three-fold geometrical symmetry of the molecule, as
in the case of Si-OH and Si-OS bond parameters, the three Si-CT-HC angles in the
molecule were stretched simultaneously, and the calculated potential energies were
divided by three to derive the contribution from a single Si-CT-HC angle. (Figure
2.8(b)) The force constant was determined to be kθ = 78.8 kcal/(mol rad2). The
5)In the AMBER force field, the equilibrium angle of CT-CT-CT, CT-CT-HC, H1-CT-N2, H1-CT-
OS, etc. are all set to 109.50 deg, the tetrahedral angle.
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equilibrium angle was again set to 109.50 deg, instead of the optimum Si-CT-HC
angle for the cluster model, 110.77 deg.
A cluster model used for determining the Si-OS-Si angle parameters is shown
in Figure 2.9(a). Ab initio calculations were performed while changing the Si-OS-
Si angle, and the results are plotted in Figure 2.9(b), along with the fitting curve.
Accurate expression of siloxane bonds, that are formed between the headgroups of
neighboring organosilanes or between a headgroup and the substrate surface, is very
important in MM calculations of the SAM/SiO2 systems. The siloxane bonds between
two organosilanes tend to spread due to the discrepancy between the van der Waals
diameter of an alkyl chain and the siloxane bond length. Therefore the fitting was
carried out to especially reproduce well the strain energies around 180 deg. The force
constant was determined to be kθ = 5.0 kcal/(mol rad2). For the value of θeq, an
experimental value of 142.0 deg was used in stead of the optimum angle of the cluster
model used in the ab initio calculation.
Similar fitting procedure was used to determine the Si-OH-HO, CT-Si-OH, and
OH-Si-OH angles as shown in Figures 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12, respectively. The results
are summarized in Table 2.7.
Dihedral parameters
The third term in the AMBER potential represents a strain energy due to torsion of
dihedral angles. The definition of a dihedral angle is shown in Figure 2.3(c). Novel
sets of dihedral parameters necessary in this work are those for CT-CT-Si-OS, CT-
CT-Si-OH, HC-CT-Si-OS, HC-CT-Si-OH, CT-Si-OS-Si, OS-Si-OS-Si, OH-Si-OS-Si,
CT-Si-OH-HO, OH-Si-OH-HO, and OS-Si-OH-HO.
Since CT-CT-Si-OS, CT-CT-Si-OH, HC-CT-Si-OS, and HC-CT-Si-OH are all di-
hedral angles about CT-Si bonds, one generic set of dihedral parameters for X-CT-Si-
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X, where X designates an arbitrary atom type, was derived for all of them. A cluster
model used for determining the X-CT-Si-X dihedral parameters is shown in Figure
2.13(a), which is the same model used in determining the Si-CT bond parameters.
Variation in potential energy when the cluster model is rotated around the CT-Si
bond is shown in Figure 2.13(b). The potential barrier height was 1.2 kcal/mol, the
potential maximum appeared at φ= 0 deg, and the potential energy had a three-fold
periodicity. From here the X-CT-Si-X dihedral parameters were determined to be Vn/2
= 0.6 kcal/mol, γ = 0.0 deg, and n = 3. Note that when setting the dihedral parame-
ters explicitly, Vn/2 need to be further divided by 9. This is because each substituent
(X) sees the opposite three substituents when the central bond is between two sp3
atoms. Therefore Vn/2 was set to 0.0667 kcal/mol for CT-CT-Si-OS, CT-CT-Si-OH,
HC-CT-Si-OS, and HC-CT-Si-OH.
Using the same concept as above, one generic set of dihedral parameters, X-Si-
OS-X, was derived for CT-Si-OS-Si, OS-Si-OS-Si, and OH-Si-OS-Si. A cluster model
used for determining the X-Si-OS-X dihedral parameters is shown in Figures 2.14(a)
and 2.14(b). Variation in potential energy when the cluster model is rotated around
the Si-OS bond is shown in Figure 2.14(c). The potential barrier height was only 0.04
kcal/mol, which is substantially small compared with that of other dihedral angles
implemented in the AMBER force field. Therefore the dihedral parameter for X-Si-
OS-X was set to zero.6)
One generic dihedral parameter set for X-Si-OH-X was determined for OS-Si-OH-
HO and OH-Si-OH-HO. A cluster model used for determining the X-Si-OH-X is shown
in Figure 2.15(a). Variation in potential energy when the cluster model is rotated
around the Si-OH bond is shown in Figure 2.15(b). The Vn for the dihedral angle
was 0.01 kcal/mol, much smaller than that for other dihedral angles. Therefore the
6)The Vn’s of some dihedral parameters, which are originally implemented in the AMBER force
field, such as X-CC-CT-X or X-CT-N-X, are also set to zero.
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dihedral parameter for X-Si-OH-X was set to zero, as in the case of X-Si-OS-X.
Finally Figure 2.16(a) shows a cluster model used for determining the CT-Si-OH-
HO dihedral parameters. Variation in potential energy when the cluster model is
rotated around the Si-OH bond is shown in Figure 2.16(b). From here the dihedral
parameters were determined to be Vn/2 = 0.4 kcal/mol, γ = 0.0 deg, and n = 2.
The determined dihedral parameters are summarized in Table 2.8.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: (a) Cluster model and (b) parameter fitting curve for the development
of the Si-CT bond stretching parameters. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the
Si-CT bond length in A˚ and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: (a) Cluster model and (b) parameter fitting curve for the development
of the Si-OH bond stretching parameters. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the
Si-OH bond length in A˚ and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: (a) Cluster model and (b) parameter fitting curve for the development
of the Si-OS bond stretching parameters. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the
Si-OS bond length in A˚ and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
Table 2.6: Bond stretching parameters
Bond kr (kcal/(mol A˚2)) req (A˚)
Si-CT 220.0 1.85
Si-OH 370.0 1.66
Si-OS 160.0 1.62
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: (a) Cluster model and (b) parameter fitting curve for the development of
the Si-CT-CT angle bending parameters. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the
Si-CT-CT angle in deg and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: (a) Cluster model and (b) parameter fitting curve for the development of
the Si-CT-HC angle bending parameters. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the
Si-CT-HC angle in deg and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: (a) Cluster model and (b) parameter fitting curve for the development
of the Si-OS-Si angle bending parameters. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the
Si-OS-Si angle in deg and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: (a) Cluster model and (b) parameter fitting curve for the development of
the Si-OH-HO angle bending parameters. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the
Si-OH-HO angle in deg and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: (a) Cluster model and (b) parameter fitting curve for the development of
the CT-Si-OH angle bending parameters. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the
CT-Si-OH angle in deg and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.12: (a) Cluster model and (b) parameter fitting curve for the development of
the OH-Si-OH angle bending parameters. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the
OH-Si-OH angle in deg and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
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Table 2.7: Angle bending parameters
Angle kθ (kcal/(mol rad2)) θeq (deg)
Si-CT-CT 82.1 109.50
Si-CT-HC 78.8 109.50
Si-OS-Si 5.0 142.0
Si-OH-HO 23.0 124.6
CT-Si-OH 164.0 109.50
OH-Si-OH 140.0 109.50
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: (a) Cluster model and (b) parameter fitting curve for the development of
the CT-CT-Si-OH (HC-CT-Si-OH) dihedral parameters. Horizontal and vertical axes
represent the CT-CT-Si-OH dihedral angle in deg and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.14: (a, b) Cluster model and (c) total energy variation with the OS-Si-OS-Si
(OH-Si-OS-Si) dihedral torsion. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the OS-Si-OS-
Si dihedral angle in deg and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.15: (a) Cluster model and (b) total energy variation with the OS-Si-OH-HO
(OH-Si-OH-HO) dihedral torsion. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the OS-Si-
OH-HO dihedral angle in deg and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.16: (a) Cluster model and (b) parameter fitting curve for the development
of the CT-Si-OH-HO dihedral parameters. Horizontal and vertical axes represent the
CT-Si-OH-HO dihedral angle in deg and energy in kcal/mol, respectively.
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Table 2.8: Dihedral parameters
Torsion No. of paths Vn/2 (kcal/mol) γ (deg) n
CT-CT-Si-OS 1 0.0667 0.0 3.0
CT-CT-Si-OH 1 0.0667 0.0 3.0
HC-CT-Si-OS 1 0.0667 0.0 3.0
HC-CT-Si-OH 1 0.0667 0.0 3.0
CT-Si-OS-Si 1 0.0 0.0 3.0
OS-Si-OS-Si 1 0.0 0.0 3.0
OH-Si-OS-Si 1 0.0 0.0 3.0
CT-Si-OH-HO 1 0.4 0.0 2.0
OH-Si-OH-HO 1 0.0 120.0 2.0
OS-Si-OH-HO 1 0.0 120.0 2.0
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2.2.3 Non-bonding parameters
This section overviews the determination method of the non-bonding parameters, i.e.,
the van der Waals and electrostatic parameters. As noted above, appropriate repre-
sentation of these ”weak interaction” is essential for accurate modeling of the macro-
molecular and biomolecular systems.
Van der Waals parameters
I adopted the van der Waals parameters for atom type Si developed by Hoshino.
[29, 30] The parameters have been determined from the van der Waals parameters
of carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorous (Table 2.9), which are nearby atoms of silicon
in the periodic table of elements. The van der Waals parameters for Si have been
determined to be R∗i = 2.25 A˚ and εi = 0.10 kcal/mol.
Table 2.9: Van der Waals parameters incorporated in the AMBER force field [21]
Atom type R∗i (A˚) εi (kcal/mol)
CT 1.9080 0.1094
N 1.8240 0.1700
P 2.1000 0.2000
Electrostatic parameters
The electrostatic parameter qi is a dimensionless parameter which specifies an atom-
centered point charge. Multiplying an elementary charge e to qi transforms its dimen-
sion to coulomb. For example, the electrostatic parameters of an isolated monovalent
cation and anion are qi = +1.0 and qi = −1.0, respectively. In the current work,
the values of qi for all atoms in the system were derived using the RESP (restrained
electrostatic potential) method.
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Before describing the theory of the RESP method, I will first overview the original
version for determining the atom-centered charges, the ESP (electrostatic potential)
method. In the ESP method, first, an electrostatic potential around a molecule is cal-
culated quantum mechanically, using such programs as Gaussian, Jaguar, or GAMESS,
and then, optimum atom-centered charges are determined so as to reproduce the elec-
trostatic potential. [31]
The goal of the ESP method is to derive a set of atom-centered charges qj (j =
1, 2, · · · , n), where j is a index on atoms and n is the total number of atoms in
a molecule, that best reproduce the quantum mechanically calculated electrostatic
potential Vi (i = 1, 2, · · · ,m), where m is the total number of mesh points.7) This can
be accomplished using the method of least squares, deriving qj (j = 1, 2, · · · , n) that
minimizes the function γ:
γ(q1, q2, · · · , qn) =
m∑
i=1
(Vi − Ei)2, (2.6)
where
Vi: the quantum mechanically calculated electrostatic potential at point i, and
Ei: the classically calculated electrostatic potential at point i, i.e., Ei =
n∑
j=1
qj
rij
.
Any constraints g may be imposed to Equation (2.6) via the Langrange method of
undetermined multipliers. The constraints must be a function of qj to keep the linearity
of Equation (2.6). The new function to be minimized with w different constraints
imposed is:
z = γ + λ1g1 + λ2g2 + · · ·+ λwgw. (2.7)
The minimum of z and the corresponding qj (j = 1, 2, · · · , n) can be derived by
7)Larger number of mesh points increases the numerical accuracy, but at the same time, increases
the computation time. Usually m = 103-105.
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solving a (n+ w)× (n+ w) system of equations:
n∑
k=1
∂z
∂qk
= 0, (2.8)
w∑
l=1
∂z
∂λl
= 0. (2.9)
A single constraint required in the ESP method is that the sum of the atom-
centered charges, q1+ q2+ · · ·+ qn, must be equal to the total charge on the molecule,
qtot:
g =
n∑
j=1
qj − qtot = 0. (2.10)
z can now be written down as:
z =
m∑
i=1
(Vi −
n∑
j=1
qj
rij
)2 + λ(
n∑
j=1
qj − qtot). (2.11)
When z is optimized and in its minimum, the partial derivatives of z with respect
to λ and q will both be zero:
∂z
∂λ
=
n∑
j=1
qj − qtot = 0, (2.12)
∂z
∂qk
=
m∑
i=1
2
rik
(Vi −
n∑
j=1
qj
rij
) + λ = 0. (2.13)
Here the following relations have been used: 　
1. Since Vi and qtot are both constants:
∂
∂qk
Vi = 0,
∂
∂qk
qtot = 0,
2.
∂
∂qk
n∑
j=1
qj = 1, (∵ the equation is differentiable only when j = k)
3.
∂
∂qk
 n∑
j=1
qj
rij
 = 1
rik
. 　
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Equations (2.12) and (2.13) can be rewritten as:
n∑
j=1
qj = qtot, (2.14)
n∑
j=1
m∑
i=1
1
rijrik
qj =
m∑
i=1
Vi
rik
+ λ. (2.15)
Note that λ, being an arbitrary constant, has been moved to the right-hand side.
Now defining two matrices A and B, with their elements being
Ajk =
m∑
i=1
1
rijrik
, (2.16)
Bj =
m∑
i=1
Vi
rik
, (2.17)
respectively, Equations (2.14) and (2.15) can be rearranged in a matrix equation:
A11 A12 · · · A1n 1
A21 A22 · · · A2n 1
...
...
. . .
...
...
An1 An2 · · · Ann 1
1 1 · · · 1 0


q1
q2
...
qn
λ
 =

B1
B2
...
Bn
qtot

or
Aq = B. (2.18)
∴ q = A−1B. (2.19)
In this way we obtain q = [q1 · · · qn]−1. This is the theory of the ESP method for
deriving charge parameters.
However, the ESP derived charges were later reported to have some problems,
[21,32] such as: 　
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1. derived charges are not easily transferable between common functional groups
in related molecules,
2. depend highly on conformation of models, and
3. overestimate of charges on ”buried” non-polar atoms (e.g. sp3 carbon). 　
The RESP charge model was developed to overcome these deficiencies. The RESP
model still involves a least-squares fit of the charges to the quantum mechanically
calculated electrostatic potential, but with the addition of hyperbolic restraints to
zero on charges on all atoms:
g2 = a
n∑
j=1
((
q2j + b
2
)1/2 − b) , (2.20)
where a is a scaling factor which defines the asymptotic limits of the strength of the
restraint, and b is a constant that determines the ”tightness” of the hyperbola around
its minimum.
In the current work, Gaussian03 has been used to calculate the electrostatic poten-
tials around cluster models, and espgen and resp modules of the AMBER suite have
been used to derive the charge parameters on each atoms in the model.
To determine the charge parameters on alkylsilane molecules, a cluster model
shown in Figure 2.17(a) was used. RESP charges were calculated with the follow-
ing restraints: 　
1. total charge of the molecule is zero,
2. the three oxygens in the headgroup have the same charge,
3. the three hydrogens in the headgroup have the same charge,
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4. the two (or three for the terminal methyl group) hydrogens bonded to the same
carbon have the same charge. 　
RESP charges were determined to be Si = +1.4189, OH = −0.8715, HO = +0.4389.
The parameters derived for carbons and hydrogens in the alkyl chain are shown in
Figure 2.18.
Here I validated whether it is reasonable to assume that oxygen and hydrogen
atoms extract the same amount of electrons from silicon atoms. This assumption
allows the organosilane SAM/SiO2 system to retain its total charge when two silanol
groups condense to form a siloxane bond.8) Calculation of RESP charges on the cluster
model shown in Figure 2.17(b) showed that the RESP charge on atom type OS, an
oxygen atom coordinating two silicons, was −0.8165, and that on OH, an oxygen
atom coordinating a silicon and a hydrogen, was −0.8022 and −0.7814, for the silanol
oxygens coordinating to the left and right silicons, respectively. This result indicates
that the difference in the RESP charges of OS and OH are negligibly small. Therefore
I adopted the assumption mentioned above. To summarize, the RESP charges on OH,
OS, and HO were determined to be −0.8715, −0.8715, and +0.4358, respectively. In
addition, to neutralize the total charge of the system, the RESP charge on silicon was
set to +1.428.
Finally, using the cluster model shown in Figure 2.17(c), RESP charges of silicon
and oxygen atoms in the SiO2 substrate were determined to be Si = +1.743 and O =
−0.8715.
The determined van der Waals and electrostatic parameters are summarized in
Table 2.10.
8)This assumption, in other words, means that we ignore the difference in electron negativity of
silicon (δ = 1.8) and hydrogen (δ = 2.1).
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(a) For atoms in octade-
cylsilane molecules
(b) For atom type OS (c) For atoms in SiO2
substrate
Figure 2.17: Cluster models used in determining the RESP charges
Figure 2.18: Partial charges of hydrocarbon atoms derived using the RESP
method: C1=−0.3122, C2=0.1685, C3=0.05566, C4=0.002365, C5=0.003319,
C6=0.04023, C7=0.01688, C8=0.01914, C9=0.01459, C10=0.02851, C11=0.02488,
C12=0.002396, C13=0.01903, C14=0.07544, C15=−0.04663, C16=−0.02622,
C17=0.2048, C18=−0.2416, H1=0.05673, H2=−0.04594, H3=−0.01996, H4=−0.00747,
H5=−0.00761, H6=−0.01374, H7=−0.00936, H8=−0.01056, H9=−0.00903,
H10=−0.01097, H11=−0.01141, H12=−0.00768, H13=−0.00792, H14=−0.02062,
H15=−0.0006, H16=0.006428, H17=−0.03762, and H18=0.4819.
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Table 2.10: Van der Waals and electrostatic parameters
Atom type R∗ (A˚) ε (kcal/mol) q
Si 2.25 0.10 +1.428
CT 1.9080 0.1094 Fig. 2.18
HC 1.4870 0.0157 Fig. 2.18
HO 0.0000 0.0000 +0.4358
OH 1.7210 0.2104 −0.8715
OS 1.6837 0.1700 −0.8715
2.2.4 Penalty energy on Si-O three-membered rings
Si-O three membered rings are highly strained and energetically unstable structures,
since their formation induces a siloxane bond to pucker more than 10 deg off from its
equilibrium angle [33]. However, with the simple harmonic potential used in AMBER,
it is difficult to reproduce the strain energy caused by such a large angle bend. To
solve this problem, I added an extra penalty energy on the original AMBER potential
for each Si-O three membered ring structure, as shown in Equation (2.1).
The penalty energy per three membered ring was determined as:{
E[nalkyl Si] = −(Uring − Ucnds),
Uring, cnds = ∆EAMBER −∆Eab initio, (2.21)
where ∆EAMBER and ∆Eab initio are the reaction energy calculated using the AMBER
potential and the ab initio method, respectively. Uring and Ucnds are the difference
between ∆EAMBER and ∆Eab initio, in a condensation accompanied by a three mem-
bered ring formation and in a condensation not accompanied by a three membered
ring formation, respectively. nalkyl Si = {1, 2, 3} is the number of alkylsilane silicon
atom(s) in a three membered ring. The ab initio calculations have been carried out
using Gaussian 03 [22] at the B3LYP/6-311+G* level.
The values of Uring and Ucnds calculated for each nalkyl Si are shown in Figure 2.19.
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From these values, I obtained:
E[1] = −(−155.9− 64.91) = 90.99 kcal/mol, (2.22)
E[2] = −(−135.3− 64.91) = 70.39 kcal/mol, (2.23)
E[3] = −(−96.61− 47.46) = 49.15 kcal/mol. (2.24)
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(a) nalkyl Si = 1
(b) nalkyl Si = 2
(c) nalkyl Si = 3
Figure 2.19: Variation in reaction energy calculated with the AMBER potential from
that calculated with the ab initio method. Uring, Ucnds, ∆EAMBER and ∆Eab initio are
defined in the text. nalkyl Si = {1, 2, 3} is the number of alkylsilane silicon atom(s) in
a three membered ring.
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2.3 Canonical ensemble Monte Carlo simulation study of
organosilane SAM/SiO2 interfaces
2.3.1 Theory of a canonical ensemble MC simulation
MC method: overview
The Monte Carlo (MC) method is a technique of obtaining an approximate solution
to a mathematical problem which cannot be solved analytically by using random
numbers. MC method, along with the MM and MD methods, is one of the most
widely used techniques in classical molecular simulation. In comparison with the MD
method, the MC method offers the following advantages:
1. In the MC method, calculation of force (temporal differentiation of the potential
energy) is not necessary. Therefore the simulation codes are generally simple,
and the run time can be relatively reduced.
2. Time evolution of a system that can be simulated by the MD method is at most
several tens of nanoseconds. In the MC method, however, an equilibrium of the
system that requires much longer time to reach can be simulated.
A weakness of the MC method is that it cannot basically be used to simulate a time
evolution of a system.
In MC simulations, various physical properties of a system is predicted by statis-
tically analyzing the system of interest. An ensemble average 〈A〉 of an observable A
that is a function of atomic position rN can be written as:
〈A(rN )〉 = 1
Z
∫
A(rN ) exp
[
−E(r
N )
kBT
]
drN , (2.25)
Z =
∫
exp
[
−E(r
N )
kBT
]
drN . (2.26)
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An ensemble average 〈A〉 of a given system can be, in principle, calculated by ran-
domly sampling over the system and evaluating Equation (2.25). However, Equation
(2.25) is a 3N -dimensional integral, and evaluation of the integral is, in a practical
sense, impossible. To give an example, consider a N -particle system in which each
degree of freedom is divided into 1000 mesh points. A sampling over the whole phase
space would require an evaluation of the integrand at (103)3N = 109N points.
Theory of the Metropolis MC method
Metropolis et al. [34] proposed a new method of sampling a phase space, in which
regions in a phase space that make important contributions to the integral are sampled
preferentially. This method is called an importance sampling method.
For example, in a canonical ensemble, points in a phase space are observed accord-
ing to the Boltzmann distribution:
f0
(
rN
) ∝ exp [−E(rN )
kBT
]
. (2.27)
Therefore if configurations of a system, rN , are sampled with the probability propor-
tional to the Equation (2.27), 〈A〉 can be calculated as a simple arithmetic average of
the sampled configurations:
〈A〉 =
∫
f0(rN )A(rN ) drN ≈
M∑
i=1
f0{rN (k)}A{rN (k)}
M∑
k=1
f0{rN (k)}
=
M∑
k=1
A{rN (k)}
M
, (2.28)
where M is the total number of sampled configurations. The question now is how
to generate configurations of a system according to the probability distribution in
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Equation (2.27). The most widely employed method of generating the probability-
weighted configurations is the Metropolis method, in which an ensemble of configura-
tions weighted with a probability distribution is generated as a Markov chain.
A Markov chain is a stochastic process in which, for a given state i as the nth step
of a sequential sampling, the transition probability to state j in the (n+1)th step, Pij ,
depends only on the current state, i.e., i, and is independent of the sampling history.
Here we denote by Pij(n) a transition probability of a system which is in state i
at some point of sampling and is transmitted to state j after n steps of sampling. If
we split the n steps into l and m steps, so that n = l +m, we know that:
Pij(l +m) =
M∑
k=1
Pik(l)Pkj(m). (2.29)
This equation is known as the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation.
Now if we consider a case where l → ∞ and m = 1 in Equation (2.29), from the
limit theorem of Markov chains:
lim
l→∞
Pij(l) = Πj , (2.30)
we derive:
lim
l→∞
Pij(l + 1) = lim
l→∞
M∑
k=1
Pik(l)Pkj(1) (2.31)
∴ Πj =
M∑
k=1
ΠkPkj , (2.32)
where Pkj = Pkj(1), and this equation can be rewritten by changing the subscript k
to i as:
∴ Πj =
M∑
i=1
ΠiPij . (2.33)
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However, M , the total number of acceptable configurations, in the above equation
is usually very large, and evaluation of the equation is not realistic. Therefore we
introduce a new relational expression which satisfies the Equation (2.33):
ΠiPij = ΠjPji. (2.34)
This equation is known as the principle of detailed balance or the principle of micro-
scopic reversibility. A proof that this is a sufficient condition for Equation (2.33) can
be given by taking summation for i from both sides of Equation (2.34):∑
i
ΠiPij =
∑
i
ΠjPji
= Πj
∑
i
Pji
= Πj . (∵
∑
i
Pji = 1)
(2.35)
This implies that by sampling the system infinitely with a transition probability Pij
that satisfies the principle of microscopic reversibility (Equation (2.34)), the limit
theorem of Markov chains guarantees that states j are generated with a probability Πj
independent of the initial configuration. Equation (2.34) does not uniquely determine a
transition probability Pij , but in Metropolis MC simulations the following probability
is often used:
Pij =

1 when Πj ≥ Πi
Πj
Πi
when Πj < Πi
(2.36)
or shortly as:
Pij = min
[
1,
Πj
Πi
]
. (2.37)
A proof that Equation (2.36) satisfies Equation (2.34) can be shortly given. In the
case when Πj ≥ Πi, since Pij = 1, the left hand side of the Equation (2.34) is:
ΠiPij = Πi · 1 = Πi. (2.38)
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Here, since the reverse process, i.e., a transition from state j to i, must satisfy the
second equation of Equation (2.36), i.e., Pji = Πi/Πj , the right hand side of the
Equation (2.34) becomes:
ΠjPji = Πj · ΠiΠj = Πi. (2.39)
Therefore, from the Equations (2.38) and (2.39), it is proven that when Πj ≥ Πi,
Equation (2.36) satisfies the Equation (2.34). Using the same logic, we can give proof
that this is also true in the case of Πj < Πi.
What Equations (2.36) and (2.37) mean is that a trial state j will be generated
with a probability Πj irrespective of the initial configuration, provided that we generate
the trial state j from an arbitrary state i and keep sampling the configuration space
sufficiently under the following rule:
1. If Πj ≥ Πi, accept the trial state j with a 100% probability
2. If Πj < Πi, accept the trial state j with a probability Πj/Πi, or else reject the
trial state j.
Derivation of the canonical distribution
A probability distribution of observable states of a closed system (Figure 2.20) in
its thermal equilibrium is expressed as the canonical distribution (Equation (2.27)).
So in order to generate a Markov chain of states in a canonical ensemble using the
Metropolis method, we iteratively sample the configuration space with a probability
of:
Πn = f0(n) ∝ exp
[
−E{r
N (n)}
kBT
]
. (2.40)
I will here derive the Equation (2.27). [35]
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Figure 2.20: A schematic drawing of a closed system.
A system of interest, a closed system A, is in contact with its surroundings B with a
wall that allows energy, but not matter, to be exchanged between them. (Figure 2.20)
The total system, which incorporates the system A and the surrounds B, is isolated,
and hence the energy of the total system ET is expressed as a summation of energies
of the system A, EA, and the surroundings B, EB, and ET always remains constant:
ET = EA + EB. (2.41)
Here we need to derive a probability of the system A to be in a state n. From
the principle of equal a priori probabilities, the probability of the system to be in
the state n is proportional to WT , which is the number of microscopic states, or the
weight, of the total system when the system A is in the state n. WT can be calculated
as a product of WA and WB, i.e., the weight of the system A and the surroundings B,
respectively:
WT =WA ×WB. (2.42)
The equation can be simplified because the system A is specified to be in the state n,
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and hence WA = 1. Therefore the above equation can be rewritten as:
WT = 1×WB, (2.43)
which means that the weight of the total system is equal to the weight of the sur-
roundings B.
The weight of a state is a function of an energy of the system. From Equation
(2.41), we know that the energy of the surroundings B can be expressed as ET − En,
where En is the energy of the system A. Therefore, from the principle of equal a priori
probabilities, a probability of the system A to be in state n at thermal equilibrium,
f0(n), must satisfy the following relation:
f0(n) ∝WB(ET − En). (2.44)
From the Boltzmann formula, the weight W of a system is related to the entropy S of
the system by:
S(E) ≡ kB lnW (E). (2.45)
∴ W (E) = exp
[
1
kB
S(E)
]
. (2.46)
Therefore Equation (2.44) can be rewritten as:
f0(n) ∝ exp
[
1
kB
SB(ET − En)
]
. (2.47)
The surroundings B is substantially larger than the system A, and hence En ¿ EB ≈
ET . Therefore, if we express SB(ET − En) in the vicinity of E = ET as a Taylor
expansion truncated at the first-order, we obtain:
SB(ET − En) ∼= SB(ET )−
(
dSB
dE
)
E=ET
En. (2.48)
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Using a thermodynamical relationship:
1
T
=
(
dS
dE
)
, (2.49)
Equation (2.48) becomes:
SB(ET − En) = SB(ET )− En
TB
. (2.50)
By substituting the above relationship to the Equation (2.47), we obtain:
f0(n) ∝ exp
[
1
kB
{
SB(ET )− En
T
}]
(2.51)
∴ f0(n) ∝ exp
[
− En
kBT
]
. (2.52)
Since the state n of the system is specified by an atomic configuration of all atoms in
the system, rN , we can denote E by E(rN ), and the above equation becomes:
f0(n) ∝ exp
[
−E{r
N (n)}
kBT
]
, (2.53)
which is the Equation (2.40).
In statistical mechanics, f0 is generally normalized with a proportional constant
Z, so that it becomes a probability distribution:
f0(n) =
1
Z
exp
[
− En
kBT
]
, (2.54)
Z =
∑
n
exp
[
− En
kBT
]
. (2.55)
The Z is called the partition function9). Note, however, that evaluation of the partition
function is not necessary in the Metropolis method, since the method considers only
a ratio of f0 for two different states.
9)The letter Z comes from a word Zustandssumme (= sum over states) in German.
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2.3.2 Development of an MC simulator
A Metropolis MC sampling of the SAM/SiO2 system consists of the following three
steps:
1. a ”bond-exchange” reaction,
2. an energy minimization calculation, and
3. an acceptance or rejection judgment based on the Metropolis criterion.
In the first step, a trial structure is generated by the ”bond-exchange” reaction, which
consists of a condensation of two silanol groups and a hydrolysis of a siloxane bond.
The siloxane bond and the silanol groups are randomly chosen. Although one H2O
molecule is removed from or added to the system in a condensation or hydrolysis
reaction, respectively, by virtually provoking the two reactions in a single MC step,
we can prepare a trial structure that retains the total number of atoms in a system.
Then in step 2, an energy minimization is performed using the AMBER force field
extended with the organosilane parameters, discussed in Section 2.2. This energy
minimization step is necessary in order to remove an unexpected strain energy of
the system and concentrate solely on the effect of siloxane bonding topology at the
SAM/SiO2 interface. In the Metropolis judgment that follows, we assume that for a
given bonding topology ψ, the atomic coordinate rN is always optimized, that is:
E(ψ) = min
rN
E(ψ, rN ). (2.56)
Finally in step three, the trial structure is accepted or rejected by the Metropolis
method in canonical ensemble:
P (original→ trial) = min[1, exp(−∆E/kBT )], (2.57)
where
∆E = Etrial − Eo, (2.58)
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.21: Flowcharts of (a) a canonical ensemble Monte Carlo simulation and (b)
Metropolis judgment.
where Etrial and Eo are the total energy of a trial and ”original” structures, respec-
tively. To be more precise, in this step,
1. if ∆E ≤ 0, accept the trial structure, or
2. if ∆E > 0, generate a random number ξ ∈ [0, 1] and
(a) if ξ ≤ exp(−∆E/kBT ), accept the trial structure, or
(b) if ξ > exp(−∆E/kBT ), reject the trial structure.
When the trial structure is accepted, it is used as an ”original” structure of the next
MC step, and when it is rejected, the original structure of the current MC step is used
as that of the next step again. The above procedure is summarized in Figure 2.21.
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2.3.3 Development of the module programs
Here I will describe algorithms of eight programs which will be used in the main
MC program. They are sam-creator.pl, amblib modifier.pl, yleap.pl, MC-condensor.pl,
MC-hydrolyzer.pl, MC-setup.pl, addCONECT.pl, and siloxane-analyzer.pl.
Automatic generator of alkylsilane SAM/SiO2 models: sam-creator.pl
sam-creator.pl is an automatic generator of a coordinate data of an alkylsilane (CH3-
(CH2)nSi(OH)3) monolayer on a cristobalite SiO2 in protein data bank (pdb) format.
After execution, the program asks for:
1. Name of the pdb file to be generated.
2. Alignment of the alkylsilane molecules (hexagonal or honeycomb).
3. Length of the alkyl chain.10)
4. Number of alkylsilane molecules to align.11)
5. Side margin of the SiO2 substrate in units of cristobalite unit cells.
6. Thickness of the SiO2 substrate in units of cristobalite unit cells.
7. Initial separation of the monolayer and the SiO2 substrate in A˚.12)
10)Only the parameters for octadecylsilanes (eighteen carbons) have been developed so far. Running
simulations of alkylsilanes with other chain lengths will require additional development of electrostatic
parameters.
11)The program requires the number of molecules to align in the x-direction, a direction parallel to
the substrate surface. Number of molecules to be aligned in the y-direction, another direction parallel
to the substrate surface, will be computed automatically so that the monolayer will have the smallest
aspect ratio in the xy-plane.
12)Distance between a hydrogen atom of an alkylsilane silanol nearest to the substrate and a hydrogen
atom of a surface silanol of the SiO2 substrate.
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In the models used in this work, alkylsilane molecules were aligned hexagonally,
the length of the alkyl chains was eighteen carbons, and the number of molecules were
set to either 56 or 224. The side margins of the SiO2 substrate were set to two unit
cells in both x- and y-directions, the thickness of the substrate one unit cell, and the
initial SAM-substrate separation was set to 0 A˚. Also, since an optimum intermolecular
distance of alkyl chain is approximately 4.6 A˚ [13], the initial intermolecular separation
of alkylsilanes was set to 4.9 A˚ to avoid severe steric hindrance at an initial stage of
geometry optimization. The coordinates of cristobalite SiO2 model were generated
referring to the textbook by Wyckoff, [36] and the lattice constant was set to 7.16 A˚.
library file modifier: amblib modifier.pl
tleap module in the AMBER suite loads a pdb file and generates prmtop and prm-
crd files necessary for running MM/MD simulations in sander. For atoms of general
polypeptides or nucleic acids, tleap will automatically assign atom types and elec-
trostatic parameters by referring to atom names and residue names in the pdb file.
However, since the system of our interest is uncommon containing alkylsilanes and an
SiO2 substrate, we must first let tleap generate a lib file13) and add atom types and
electrostatic parameters to the lib file before generating the prmtop and prmcrd files.
This procedure was automated by this program. This program loads a lib file and
generates a new lib file with atom types and electrostatic parameters written in.
Below is an example of a series of commands to generate prmtop and prmcrd files
from a pdb file, sam.pdb:
$ tleap -f leaprc.ff02
> sam = loadPDB "./sam.pdb"
13)lib files contain all information necessary to generate prmtop and prmcrd files.
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> saveoff sam "./tmp.lib"
> quit
$ amblib modifier.pl sam.pdb tmp.lib > sam.lib
$ tleap -f leaprc.ff02
> loadoff "./sam.lib"
> loadoff "/databases/parm99Si.3.3"
> saveamberparm sam sam.top sam.crd
> quit
Automatic generator of topology and coordinate files: yleap.pl
In order to perform MM calculations of structures generated by sam-creator.pl, we
need to run the tleap module and transfer the information written in the pdb file
to prmtop and prmcrd files. yleap.pl is a program that automatically runs the ten
commands required to accomplish this in a single command:
$ yleap.pl sam.pdb
The algorithm of the yleap.pl is as follows. By specifying a file with an -f flag, the
tleap module runs the commands written in a command file as a startup process.
$ tleap -f file
Taking advantage of this built-in feature, yleap.pl first generates a text file, leap.in1,
with the following lines:
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source leaprc.ff02
sam = loadPDB sam.pdb
saveoff sam tmp.lib
quit
Secondly, yleap.pl runs the following command:
$ tleap -f leap.in1
and a temporary lib file, tmp.lib, is generated. Thirdly, the following line is run by
yleap.pl :
$ amblib modifier.pl sam.pdb tmp.lib >sam.lib
Then, a text file, leap.in2, with the following lines are generated:
source leaprc.ff02
loadoff tmp.lib
loadoff parm99Si.3.3
saveamberparm sam sam.top sam.crd
quit
Finally, the following command is run by yleap.pl :
$ tleap -f leap.in2
Condensation routine: MC-condensor.pl
In a structure model of the SAM/SiO2 system generated by the sam-creator.pl, all the
functional groups in the headgroups of alkylsilanes are silanols. Since the number of
atoms in a system is kept constant in a canonical ensemble, we need to create an initial
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structure in which the silanols are partially condensed and forming siloxane bonds.
MC-condensor.pl takes a pdb file generated by the sam-creator.pl as an argument,
and creates a siloxane bond in the SAM/SiO2 interface by condensing two silanols.
This program comprises three subroutines: (1) read file, (2) dehydrate14), and (3)
print ATOM. The read file is a subroutine that reads coordinate and connectivity
information from the input pdb file and stores them in memory. The print ATOM is
a subroutine that prints out the processed data to the output pdb file.
The dehydrate subroutine is the core of this program. A detailed algorithm of this
subroutine is as follows:
1. First, an oxygen atom in one of the silanols is randomly chosen. Silanol oxygens
are named either ”OH”15) or ”OA”16), so the program looks for either one of
them. Then, in the same procedure, the program looks for a bonding partner.
Here the second oxygen atom is selected completely randomly from potential
bonding partners.
2. Second, an interatomic distance of the two oxygen atoms is measured. If the
distance is shorter than a threshold value, 3.5 A˚, the program proceeds to the
next step, and if not, it reselects an oxygen pair.17)
3. Finally, atom names and coordinates of the atoms in the silanols are updated.
If we, just for now, call the oxygen and hydrogen in the first silanol ”O1” and
”H1”, respectively, and the oxygen and hydrogen in the second silanol ”O2” and
”H2”:
14)Dehydration is a synonym for condensation.
15)Atom name OH is assigned to an oxygen atom in a silanol of an alkylsilane molecule.
16)Atom name OA is assigned to an oxygen atom in a silanol of the SiO2 substrate surface.
17)Theoretically speaking, there is no need for setting the threshold distance. However, since a con-
densation of silanol groups that are too far away would only create an unnaturally strained structures
and would not allow efficient MC sampling, I set the threshold distance to 3.5 A˚. Note that setting
the threshold distance too short would result in a narrow sampling of the siloxane bonding topologies.
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(i) First, change the atom name of O1 to OS.
(ii) Next, add the serial numbers of O2 and the silicon atom bonded to O2 to
the CONECT record of O1.
(iii) Then, move O1 to a midpoint of O1 and O2.
(iv) Finally, add a letter D to the atom names of O2, H1, and H2.18)
Hydrolysis routine: MC-hydrolyzer.pl
MC-hydrolyzer.pl is a program that hydrolyzes a siloxane bond into two silanols, which
consists of three subroutines: (1) read file, (2) hydrolyze, and (3) print ATOM. The
read file is a subroutine that reads coordinate and connectivity information from the
input pdb file and stores them in memory. The print ATOM is a subroutine that
prints out the processed data to an output pdb file.
The hydrolyze subroutine is the core of this program. A detailed algorithm of this
subroutine is as follows:
1. First, an atom with a name ”OS” is extracted from the ATOM records of the
input pdb file, and one of them is chosen randomly. Since the atom name OS is
assigned only to an oxygen in a siloxane (Si-O-Si) bond, this allows a specification
of a siloxane bond.
2. Second, from the CONECT record of the OS, the serial numbers of the two
silicon atoms, which I will refer to here as ”Si1” and ”Si2”, are obtained.
18)By adding a letter D to an atom name, atom type DM will be assigned to the atom by the
amblib modifier.pl. The atoms will then be treated as dummy atoms, which do not interact with other
atoms. Therefore, although the total number of atoms or the order of the ATOM and CONECT
records do not change, the atoms are, in effect, vanished from the simulated system. This method
dramatically facilitates the coding of bond exchange programs.
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3. Third, the coordinates of ”O1” and ”H1”, which are oxygen and hydrogen, re-
spectively, in a silanol to be created, and ”O2” and ”H2”, which are oxygen and
hydrogen, respectively, in the other silanol to be created, are calculated. O1 is
placed in the midpoint of OS and Si1. O2 is placed in the midpoint of OS and
Si2. H1 and H2 are placed 0.96 A˚ away in the z-direction from O1 and O2,
respectively.
4. Atom name of OS is changed to OH, and the coordinates of OS is changed to
that of O1 calculated in step 3.
5. Finally, erase the second and forth CONECT record of the atom which was
formerly OS, remove the D’s from the atom names of O2, H1, and H2, and
change the coordinates of the atoms to those determined in step 3. The second
and forth CONECT record of former-OS corresponds are serial numbers of H1
and O2 that had been dummied.
Automated setup program of initial structures: MC-setup.pl
A structural model generated by sam-creator.pl does not contain any siloxane bonds
at the SAM/SiO2 interface. MC-setup.pl is a program that uses the MC-condensor.pl
and prepares an initial structure for MC simulations with a desired number of siloxane
bonds. The number of siloxane bonds is counted as a ratio of condensation, RC , which
is defined as:
RC =
(
1− Number of remaining silanol groups
Number of alkylsilane molecules× 3
)
. (2.59)
The program takes two arguments, an orgininal pdb file and a name of the new,
condensed pdb file, and is executed with a following command:
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$ MC-setup.pl original.pdb condensed.pdb RC
It repeats executing MC-condensor.pl until the system reaches the desired RC .
Generator of bond topology information (CONECT): addCONECT.pl
By using ambpdb module incorporated in the AMBER suite, it is possible to gener-
ate from prmtop and restart (rst) files a pdb files of the structural data after MM
calculations:
$ ambpdb -p sam.top <sam-optimized.rst >sam-optimized.pdb
However, the new pdb file generated by ambpdb does not contain the CONECT
information. To solve this problem, a short program that extracts the CONECT in-
formation from a pdb file before MM calculations and adds the CONECT information
to the new pdb file was developed. The command for using this program is as follows:
$ addCONECT.pl sam-optimized.pdb sam-optimized-wconnect.pdb
Analyzer of interfacial bonding topology: siloxane-analyzer.pl
This is a program that loads a pdb file and counts the number of siloxane bonds in the
structure. A cross-linking bond, i.e., a siloxane bond formed between two alkylsilane
headgroups, and an anchoring bond, i.e., a siloxane bond formed between an alkylsilane
headgroup and the SiO2 substrate, are counted distinctly.
It distinguishes the two kinds of siloxane bonds from the name of silicon atoms.
Atom name for a silicon in an alkylsilane is ”Si”, whereas that for a silicon of the
substrate is accompanied by a numerical character, for example ”Si1” or ”Si2”.
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2.3.4 Development of an MC sampling program
Here I will describe the algorithm of a program that samples the interfacial bonding
topologies of alkylsilane SAM/SiO2 systems by means of the Metropolis MC method.
This program takes three arguments:
$ MC-bondexchange.pl sam.pdb total MC steps MC temperature
The first argument is an input pdb file of MC sampling. The second argument specifies
the total number of sampling. The third argument specifies the temperature of the
ensemble to be sampled in.
Execution of the program creates two log files, MC-bondexchange.log and MC-
energy.log. MC-bondexchange.log shows the status of the calculation. MC-energy.log
shows (1) structural energy, (2) number of cross-links, and (3) number of anchorings,
at each MC step.
Flowchart of this program is shown in Figure 2.21. It carries out MC sampling by
calling various programs, such as sander, yleap.pl, addCONECT.pl, MC-hydrolyzer.pl,
MC-condensor.pl, and siloxane-analyzer.
Umbrella sampling method
In the Metropolis method, it is known empirically that a 20-50% acceptance of trial
structures facilitates the efficiency of sampling. [37] However, it is often the case that,
when the temperature of the Boltzmann factor, T , is low, for instance 300 K, a local
minimum in a potential energy surface traps a system and prevents further sampling
for a global minimum. To overcome this problem, I employed a method called the
umbrella sampling [38]. In the umbrella sampling method, a system is first sampled
at a higher temperature19), and then the sampled data are multiplied by a weighting
19)For this work, I used 5000 to 20000 K.
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factor to obtain the average value at a desired temperature, i.e., T = T0 = 300 K.
A probability distribution of states in this hypothetical ensemble is expressed as a
product of canonical distribution at T = T0 and a weighting factor w:
Πhigh
(
rN
) ∝ w · exp [−E(rN )
kBT0
]
, (2.60)
where
w =
exp
[
− E(r
N )
kBThigh
]
exp
[
−E(r
N )
kBT0
] . (2.61)
From:
〈A〉T=T0 =
∫
A(rN ) exp
[
−E(r
N )
kBT0
]
drN∫
exp
[
−E(r
N )
kBT0
]
drN
=
∫
A(rN )
w
· w · exp
[
−E(r
N )
kBT0
]
drN∫
1
w
· w · exp
[
−E(r
N )
kBT0
]
drN
=
∫
A(rN )
w
· exp
[
− E(r
N )
kBThigh
]
drN∫
1
w
· exp
[
− E(r
N )
kBThigh
]
drN
≈
M∑
k=1
A(rN (k))
w(rN (k))
· exp
[
− E(r
N )
kBThigh
]
M∑
k=1
1
w(rN (k))
· exp
[
− E(r
N )
kBThigh
] ,
(2.62)
if trial states are generated according to a canonical distribution at T = Thigh, we can
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derive an ensemble average of a observable at a desired temperature as:
〈A〉T=T0 =
M∑
k=1
A(rN (k))
w(rN (k))
M∑
k=1
1
w(rN (k))
. (2.63)
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2.3.5 Analyses of the structural models
Structural models
Figure 2.22 shows an initial structure used in the simulation. The structure comprised
two parts; an octadecyltrisilanol monolayer and a SiO2 substrate. Octadecyltrisilanol
SAMs are the most frequently used type of SAMs, which correspond to those de-
rived from such molecules as octadecyltrichlorosilanes (OTS; CH3(CH2)17SiCl3; Figure
2.23(a)) [3,8,15] or octadecyltrimethoxysilanes (ODS; CH3(CH2)17Si(OCH3)3; Figure
2.23(b)) [3, 6, 40]. I assumed that all functional groups in the headgroups of the pre-
cursor molecules have been hydrolyzed to silanol groups (Figure 2.23(c)). [1,8,13] The
molecules were placed in a two-dimensional hexagonal-close-packed lattice with an in-
termolecular spacing of 4.9 A˚, which is slightly larger than the van der Waals diameter
of an alkyl chain [13].20) For all the models, a total of 56 molecules were placed, and
the dimension of the monolayer was 30.5×30.8×25.9 A˚3.
One of the following three types of SiO2 substrates was used as a substrate: a fully-
hydroxylated (100) cristobalite, a half-hydroxylated (100) cristobalite, and a fully-
hydroxylated (111) cristobalite. The cristobalite phase was chosen because thermally-
grown amorphous SiO2 films on silicon substrates retain a residual order which is
analogous to cristobalite structure [41], and has often been used in theoretical studies
on amorphous SiO2 [42, 43]. In the fully-hydroxylated (100) model, all the surface
dangling bonds were terminated with hydroxy groups to form silanol groups. (Figure
2.24(a)) In the half-hydroxylated (100) model, half the number of the silanol groups on
the fully-hydroxylated (100) surface were condensed with a neighboring silanol. (Fig-
ure 2.24(b)) The remaining silanol groups existed in a periodic hexagonal distribution.
20)When a simulation was carried out starting from a different initial structure, i.e., a two-dimensional
honeycomb lattice, the molecules distributed unevenly with aggregated and vacant domains (data not
shown). In actual experiments, however, the vacant domains are expected to be subsequently filled
with additional molecules. Therefore the most tightly packed hexagonal lattice was chosen as the
initial configuration in this work.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.22: (a) Top and (b) side views of an initial structure of the alkylsilane
SAM/SiO2 system. The SiO2 model shown here is the fully hydroxylated (100) cristo-
balite model. The color scheme is: Si in yellow, O in red, H in white, and C in cyan.
Molecular structures were visualized using the VMD software [39].
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.23: Molecular structures of (a) OTS, (b) ODS, and (c) octadecyltrisilanol
molecules. The functional groups in OTS and ODS, i.e., the chloro and methoxy
groups, hydrolyze with environmental water and become silanol groups. The color
scheme is: Si in yellow, O in red, H in white, C in cyan, and Cl in green.
Finally, in the fully-hydroxylated (111) model, all the surface dangling bonds were ter-
minated with hydroxy groups, as in the case of fully-hydroxylated (100) model. (Fig-
ure 2.24(c)) Silicon and oxygen atoms at outer edges of the substrate were kept frozen
throughout the simulation. The dimensions of the substrates were 49.8×49.8×7.3 A˚3
for the (100) models and 52.6×45.6×6.7 A˚3 for the (111) model.
Simulations were performed on six different models. Models 1, 2, 3, and 4 con-
tained 26, 34, 52, and 70 interfacial siloxane bonds, respectively. The interfacial
siloxane bonds were formed by condensation of two randomly chosen silanol bonds
of either the molecule’s headgroup or the substrate surface. For these models, the
fully-hydroxylated (100) cristobalite model was used as the substrate. Models 5 and
6 both contained 52 interfacial siloxane bonds, and the half-hydroxylated (100) and
the fully-hydroxylated (111) cristobalite models were used as substrates, respectively.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.24: Side views of the three types of SiO2 substrates: (a) a fully-
hydroxylated (100) cristobalite, (b) a half-hydroxylated (100) cristobalite, and (c) a
fully-hydroxylated (111) cristobalite. Note that these figures are shown in perspective
views to facilitate visualization.
The model configurations are summarized in Table 2.11.
The following input file was used for energy minimization calculations on sander :
Energy minimization
&cntrl
imin=1, maxcyc=5000, ncyc=100,
ntpr=10, drms=0.1,
ntb=0, cut=999,
ntr=1, restraint wt=999.0,
restraintmask=’@SiF1,SiF2,SiF5,SiF6,OF1,OF6,OF11,OF16 | @%DM’,
/
As the convergence criterion of the energy gradient, 0.1 kcal/(mol A˚) was adopted to
balance computational duty and numerical accuracy. Long range forces, i.e., van der
Waals forces and electrostatic forces, were calculated without any cut-offs.
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Table 2.11: Models employed in canonical ensemble MC simulations
Number of bondsa Substrate
Model 1 26 Fully-hydroxylated (100) cristobalite
Model 2 34 Fully-hydroxylated (100) cristobalite
Model 3 52 Fully-hydroxylated (100) cristobalite
Model 4 70 Fully-hydroxylated (100) cristobalite
Model 5 52 Half-hydroxylated (100) cristobalite
Model 6 52 Fully-hydroxylated (111) cristobalite
aNumber of siloxane bonds at SAM/SiO2 interface.
Equilibrium structures
Typical structures obtained in each calculation models are summarized in Figure 2.25.
Figures 2.25(a)-(d) show the structures obtained in calculations using models 1-4,
which differ in the number of interfacial siloxane bonds. It is visually discernible that
packing of the alkyl chains disordered as the number of interfacial siloxane bonds in-
creased from model 1 (26 bonds) to model 4 (70 bonds). Further quantitative analysis
of the disordering will be given later in Section 2.3.5 using Voronoi tessellation method.
Figures 2.25(e) and (f) show the structure obtained in calculations using models 5 and
6, respectively. In all six models, alkylsilane molecules were held together by van der
Waals and electrostatic interactions and retained the monolayer structure even after
equilibration.
Analysis of the SAM/SiO2 interface
A closeup view of the SAM/SiO2 interface is shown in Figure 2.26. Analyses of the
interfacial bonding topology of the SAM/SiO2 structures showed that although an-
choring and cross-linking bonds were formed with an equal probability when gener-
ating a trial structure, the SAM/SiO2 interface always preferred a bonding topology
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(a) Model 1 (26 bonds) (b) Model 2 (34 bonds)
(c) Model 3 (52 bonds) (d) Model 4 (70 bonds)
(e) Model 5 (52 bonds; half-
hydroxylated (100))
(f) Model 6 (52 bonds; fully-
hydroxylated (111))
Figure 2.25: Typical structures of alkylsilane SAM/SiO2 system obtained in all six
models. (a)-(d) show the structures obtained in calculations using models 1-4 which
differ in the total number of siloxane bonds. In these models, fully-hydroxylated (100)
cristobalite models were employed as SiO2 substrate models. (e) and (f) show the
structure obtained in calculations using models 5 and 6, respectively. These mod-
els contained the same amount of interfacial siloxane bonds as model 3, and half-
hydroxylated (100) and fully-hydroxylated (111) cristobalite substrates were employed
as SiO2 substrate models.
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with more anchoring bonds than cross-linking bonds at equilibrium. This trend was
independent of the total number of siloxane bonds at the SAM/SiO2 interface. The
equilibrium ratio of anchoring bonds to cross-linking bonds, Ra:c, for the four models
is shown in Figure 2.27. Ra:c was calculated by dividing the number of anchoring
bonds by the total number of siloxane bonds in a model and was found to be 0.92,
0.82, 0.73, and 0.67 for models 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Number of anchoring bonds
far exceeds that of cross-linking bonds, because formation of a cross-linking bond re-
sults in a strong steric repulsion between alkyl chains [12, 15], which are caused by
the incompatibility between the equilibrium Si-O bond length and the van der Waals
radius of an alkyl chain. Since the equilibrium Si-O bond length is 1.6 A˚, the dis-
tance between two silicon atoms in a siloxane bond can be stretched only up to 3.2
A˚. The maximum distance between the two silicon atoms is still shorter than the van
der Waals diameter of an alkyl chain, 4.6 A˚. Hence a cross-linking siloxane bond is
strained. Another interesting feature of the Ra:c was that it decreased with an increase
in the total number of siloxane bonds in a model.21) As the number of anchoring bonds
increase, the number of free surface silanols decreases. As a consequence, a chance of
finding an possible anchoring site decreases, which reduces Ra:c.
In order to further confirm that this result is not specific for the fully-hydroxylated
(100) cristobalite surface, similar calculations were performed on octadecyltrisilanol
SAMs formed on two different substrate models, namely a ”half-hydroxylated” (100)
cristobalite surface (model 5) and a (111) cristobalite surface (model 6). Ra:c for mod-
els 5 and 6 were calculated to be 0.74 and 0.75, respectively (Figure 2.27), indicating
again the numerical dominance of anchoring bonds.
The three models considered here together compose an appropriate model for amor-
phous silica for the following reasons. Firstly, areas per silanol group of the fully-
21)Note that in this canonical ensemble MC simulation, states were sampled while keeping the total
number of siloxane bonds in a model fixed.
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Figure 2.26: A closeup view of the SAM/SiO2 interface in model 2. Atoms of the
SiO2 substrate are colored using the ”metallic pastel” coloring method in VMD [39]
to emphasize the interfacial bonding topology. Anchoring and cross-linking siloxane
bonds are indicated in the figure.
hydroxylated (100) surface, the half-hydroxylated (100) surface, and (111) surface are
12.7 A˚2, 25.4 A˚2, and 19.3 A˚2, respectively, and encompass the values obtained in ex-
periments for amorphous silicas are 17.7-25.0 A˚2 [44, 45]. Secondly, the three models
include the two types of silanol groups identified experimentally on amorphous SiO2
surface, i.e., the single silanols and the geminal silanols [42, 43].
Aggregation state of the molecules
The effect of interfacial siloxane bond density on the aggregation state of alkylsi-
lane molecules was investigated by means of Voronoi tessellation analyses. Voronoi
diagrams were constructed by projecting centers of mass of the alkyl chains to the
substrate surface. Figures 2.28(a) and (b) shows a top view and a Voronoi diagram,
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Figure 2.27: Ratio of anchoring bonds to cross-linking bonds, Ra:c, at thermal equilib-
rium, for six different models considered in this study. Ra:c decreases as the number
of interfacial siloxane bonds increase but is always above 0.5, meaning that anchoring
bonds are always dominant over cross-linking bonds. Note that models 5 and 6 have
the same number of siloxane bonds as model 3.
respectively, of model 2 at thermal equilibrium. An area of a Voronoi polygon, or a
Voronoi area, corresponds to an area occupied by a single alkylsilane molecule. Aver-
age Voronoi areas for all six models are summarized in Figure 2.28(c). The Voronoi
areas were small in the models with only a few interfacial siloxane bonds and increased
with the total number of siloxane bonds. This increase is ascribed to an increase in
the number of cross-linking bonds, which induces alkyl chains to splay apart [12,15].
The molecular areas of models 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 were in good agreement with the
literature values. Previous experimental studies on molecular packing in OTS SAMs
using X-ray diffraction [46, 47], electron diffraction [48], and atomic force microscopy
(AFM) [49, 50] revealed that a molecular area lies in the range of 20.0-25.0 A˚2. One
exception was model 4, where the alkylsilane molecules were packed more loosely
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.28: Voronoi analysis on a packing of alkylsilane molecules. A top view of
model 2 at thermal equilibrium (a) and its Voronoi diagram (b). Underlying SiO2 sub-
strate is not shown for clarity. The Voronoi diagram (b) was constructed by projecting
centers of mass of the alkyl chains to the substrate surface. The Arabic numbers in (b)
indicate the centers of masses of each alkyl chain in a monolayer. In the Voronoi area
analyses, the peripheral molecules were excluded, and only the interior molecules were
evaluated. Average Voronoi areas for all six models are summarized in (c). These
correspond to an area occupied by a single alkylsilane molecule. The average area
per molecule increased in positive correlation with the number of interfacial siloxane
bonds.
than the literature values. It is considered that the interfacial siloxane bond densities
in experimentally prepared SAMs are below that of model 4, i.e., 1.25 bonds per
alkylsilane molecule.
Discussion
The results presented infer that a part of the quality-variation in experimentally pre-
pared SAMs can be attributed to difference in the density of interfacial siloxane bonds.
Recently, Takahara et al. [51] reported a GIXD study on the temperature dependence
of molecular order within octadecylsilane SAMs. OTS SAM was formed on a SiO2
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substrate by a chemisorption method, which has previously been reported to form
a crystalline SAM [3]. As the temperature of the sample was raised from 305 K to
339 K, a diffraction peak attributed to hexagonal (10) diffraction disappeared. Our
calculation results suggest that the phase transition to the amorphous phase could be
attributed to an increase in the number of siloxane bonds at SAM/SiO2 interface.
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2.4 Grand canonical ensemble Monte Carlo simulation
study of organosilane SAM/SiO2 interfaces
Grand canonical ensemble is a statistical ensemble of an open system. Particles can
now enter and leave the system, which was not possible in closed systems. In a grand
canonical ensemble MC simulation, a new empirical parameter, the chemical potential
µ, takes the place of the total number of siloxane bonds in the canonical ensemble
MC simulation. An MC sampling in a grand canonical ensemble starts from an initial
structure without any siloxane bonds, and siloxane bonds are formed and cleaved
until the system equilibrates with the chemical potential. The assumption that a
condensation and a hydrolysis are provoked simultaneously in a single MC step is no
longer necessary.
2.4.1 Theory of a grand canonical ensemble MC simulation
Chemical potential
A chemical potential µ is defined as a partial derivative of Gibbs free energy G with
respect to the number of molecules N at constant temperature T and pressure p:
µ ≡
(
∂G
∂N
)
T,p
. (2.64)
We consider a system that is in contact with a reservoir and is able to exchange energy
and molecules in between them. (Figure 2.29(a)) Here water in a glass is the system
of interest, and vapor is surrounding the system as a reservoir. Water molecules are
permitted to move in between the two phases, namely, water and vapor. This system
can be schematically illustrated as in Figure 2.29(b). If the temperature and pressure
of the system is kept constant, total system will spontaneously change its state until
its Gibbs free energy:
G = GA (NA, T, p) +GB (NB, T, p) (2.65)
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.29: (a) An example of an open system, a glass of water and a surrounding
vapor, and (b) a schematic illustration of an open system.
reaches a minimum. Therefore, a condition of thermal equilibrium regarding the
change in the number of particles is:(
∂G
∂NA
)
T,p
= 0. (2.66)
∴
(
∂G
∂NA
)
T,p
=
(
∂GA
∂NA
)
T,p
+
(
∂GB
∂NA
)
T,p
=
(
∂GA
∂NA
)
T,p
−
(
∂GB
∂NB
)
T,p
= 0. (∵ dNA = −dNB) (2.67)
∴
(
∂GA
∂NA
)
T,p
=
(
∂GB
∂NB
)
T,p
. (2.68)
∴ µA (NA, T, p) = µB (NB, T, p) . (2.69)
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Hence chemical potentials of the two systems are equal at thermal equilibrium. In
other words, difference in chemical potentials determines the direction of spontaneous
flow of particles.
For a system which is held at constant temperature and volume, the definition of
chemical potential and the equilibrium condition are:
µ ≡
(
∂F
∂N
)
T,V
, (2.70)
µA (NA, T, VA) = µB (NB, T, VB) , (2.71)
where F is the Helmholtz free energy, and V is the volume of a system.
Grand canonical distribution
A probability distribution of a closed system was derived in Section 2.3.1 and is given
by a canonical distribution:
f0(rN ) =
1
Z(V, T )
exp
[
−E(r
N )
kBT
]
(2.72)
Z(V, T ) =
∫
exp
[
−E(r
N )
kBT
]
drN . (2.73)
For an open system, the probability distribution at thermal equilibrium is expressed
by a grand canonical distribution:
f0(rN ) =
1
Ξ(T, µ)
exp
[
− 1
kBT
(
E(rN )− µN)] (2.74)
Ξ(T, µ) =
∑
N
∫
exp
[
− 1
kBT
(
E(rN )− µN)] drN (2.75)
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Ξ is called the grand partition function, and it normalizes the grand canonical distri-
bution into a probability function. Here I will derive Equations (2.74) and (2.75).
We consider an open system as shown in Figure 2.29(b). The total system, which
comprises a system of interest A and its surroundings B, is completely isolated. If
we denote the energy and the number of particles of the total system NT and ET ,
respectively, they can be calculated as:
NT = NA +NB, (2.76)
ET = EA + EB, (2.77)
where NA and NB are the number of particles in systems A and B, respectively, and
EA and EB are the energy of systems A and B, respectively. NT and ET both remain
constant because the total system is an isolated system.
A state of the total system is specified by specifying the states of systems A and
B. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, all states are observed equally due to the principle
of equal a priori probabilities. When the system A is in a state (NA, EA), the sur-
roundings B is in one of the states that can be specified by (NT −NA, ET −EA). The
weight of this configuration, WB(NT −NA, ET − EA) is expressed as:
f0(NA, EA) ∝WB(NT −NA, ET − EA), (2.78)
and therefore, the entropy of the surroundings B, SB is expressed as:
SB(NB, EB) ≡ kB lnWB(NB, EB) (2.79)
∴ f0(NA, EA) ∝ exp
[
1
kB
SB(NT −NA, ET − EA)
]
. (2.80)
The surroundings B is substantially larger than the system A, and hence:
NA ¿ NT , EA ¿ ET . (2.81)
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Therefore, if we express SB(NB, EB) = SB(NT − NA, ET − EA) in the vicinity of
N = NB and E = EB as a Taylor expansion truncated at the first-order, we obtain:
SB (NT −NA, ET − EA)
∼= SB(NT , ET )−
(
∂SB
∂NB
)
E=EB
NA −
(
∂SB
∂EB
)
N=NB
EA. (2.82)
From the definition of temperature T and chemical potential µ, and the Euler’s chain
relation22), we derive a relationship:(
dS
dE
)
≡ 1
T
(2.83)
(
∂S
∂N
)
E
= −
(
∂S
∂E
)
N
(
∂E
∂N
)
S
= − 1
T
µ. (2.84)
Substitution of the above equations in Equation (2.82) gives:
SB(NT −NA, ET − EA) = SB(NT , ET ) + µB
TB
NA − 1
TB
EA. (2.85)
Since the surroundings B is very large, a small variation of NB and EB should
not significantly change the values of µB and TB. Substitution of Equation (2.80) to
Equation (2.85) gives:
f0(NA, EA) ∝ exp
[
− 1
kBTB
(EA − µBNA)
]
. (2.86)
Finally, by normalizing the probability distribution with Equation (2.75) gives Equa-
tion (2.74).
From the above discussion, in a grand canonical ensemble, a probability of a system
to be in a state k is expressed as:
Πk = exp
[
−E{r
N (k)} − µN
kBT
]
. (2.87)
22)
(
∂x
∂y
)
z
= −
(
∂x
∂z
)
y
(
∂z
∂y
)
x
.
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2.4.2 Extension of the MC simulator to grand canonical ensembles
The basic algorithm of the MC simulator for a grand canonical ensemble is basically
the same as that for a canonical ensemble. Three changes have been made:
1. Transition probability used in the Metropolis judgment is modified to:
P (original→ trial) = min [1, exp [−(∆E − µ∆N/kBT )]] , (2.88)
since the distribution probability of a state k is given as Equation (2.87).
2. In the bond exchange process, either a condensation or hydrolysis is performed,
each with 50% chance.23) The condensation and hydrolysis routines described
in Section 2.3.3 (MC-condensor.pl and MC-hydrolyzer.pl) are used with a slight
modification in the condensation routine to introduce the third modification.
3. We consider also the siloxane formation between two silanols on the SiO2 sub-
strate, a case that was not considered in the previous canonical MC simulations.
In the canonical ensemble MC simulation, a parameter that defines a structural
model was the total number of siloxane bonds. Now in the grand canonical MC
simulation, a parameter that defines a structural model is the chemical potential µ. µ
in this simulation is a chemical potential of an H2O molecule.
Free energy F of the system is given by:
F = E −Nµ, (2.89)
23)Activation energies of the two reactions are different: 68.6 kcal/mol and 72.9 kcal/mol for a
silanol condensation and a siloxane hydrolysis, respectively. [52] (Note that the activation energy
of the silanol condensation decreases to 16.8 kcal/mol when the reaction is catalyzed by two water
molecules.) However, the activation energy determines solely the rate of a reaction, as expressed by
the Arrhenius Equation: k ∝ exp[−Ea/kBT ], where k is the rate constant, Ea the activation energy,
kB the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature. Therefore, the difference in the activation energy
does not need to be considered when generating a trial structure in a MC simulation, which is time-
independent and calculates only the ”static” properties of a system.
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where E is the potential energy, and N is the number of H2O molecules. Note that
H2O molecules are not explicitly modeled in this work. Therefore N is counted as
half a number of silanols, since an addition of an H2O molecule creates two silanols by
hydrolyzing a siloxane bond. Flowchart of the simulation is illustrated in Figure 2.30.
2.4.3 Analyses of the structural models
Structural model
224 octadecyltrisilanol molecules (CH3(CH2)17Si(OH)3) were initially placed in a two-
dimensional hexagonal lattice with an intermolecular spacing of 4.9 A˚. The dimension
of the SAM was 65.4×65.4×25.9 A˚3. The SiO2 substrate was modeled as a fully-
hydroxylated (100) cristobalite. The dimension of the substrate was 85.9×85.9×7.3
A˚3.
The sampling of the SAM/SiO2 interface was carried out using the Metropolis MC
method, which consists of the following three steps:
1. a condensation or hydrolysis reaction,
2. an energy minimization calculation, and
3. an acceptance/rejection judgment based on the Metropolis criterion.
These steps were repeated over 10,000 times. In step (1), a trial structure was gener-
ated by either a hydrolysis of a siloxane bond or a condensation of two silanol groups.
The siloxane bond or the silanol groups were randomly chosen.
The energy minimization in step (2) was carried out using the sander module of
the AMBER 8 suite [20] with the AMBER force field [21] extended with the organosi-
lane parameters (Equation (2.1)). 0.1 kcal/(mol A˚) was adopted as the convergence
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 2.30: (a) An overall flowchart of the grand canonical Monte Carlo simulation,
(b) algorithm of the bond exchange step, and (c) algorithm of the Metropolis judgment.
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criterion of the energy gradient, and long range forces were calculated without any
cut-offs.
Finally in step (3), the trial structure was accepted or rejected by the Metropolis
method in a grand canonical ensemble, i.e., with a probability:
P = min [1, exp [−(∆Etotal − µ∆N)/kBT ]] , (2.90)
where ∆Etotal is an energy increase after the bond exchange, µ a chemical potential of
an H2O molecule, ∆N a difference in the number of H2O molecules, kB the Boltzmann
constant, and T an MC sampling temperature. Since H2Omolecules were not explicitly
simulated in this work, the number of H2OmoleculesN was counted as half the number
of silanol groups that exist at either the headgroups of octadecyltrisilanol molecules
or the SiO2 substrate surface. ∆N was always equal to ±1, since only one reaction,
either a condensation or a hydrolysis, took place at step (1).
The chemical potential µ compensates for a free energy variation upon the change
in the total number of molecules. It is an empirical parameter in this work, biasing
a degree of condensation that occur at the SAM/SiO2 interface. Smaller µ increases
a chance of the condensation, whereas larger µ decreases the chance of the reaction.
Two conditions were considered in this work, i.e., µ = 20 kcal/(mol molecule) and µ
= −20 kcal/(mol molecule).
A biased MC sampling method, known as the umbrella sampling [38], was employed
to globally sample over a configuration space. In the umbrella sampling method, a
system is first sampled at a high temperature, and then the sampled data are multiplied
by a weighting factor to obtain the average value at a desired temperature (300 K).
The sampling temperature was carefully adjusted to achieve 20-50% acceptance of a
trial structure, which gives good sampling over a configuration space [37]: 5000 K
when µ = 20 kcal/(mol molecule) and 10000 K when µ = −20 kcal/(mol molecule).
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Equilibrium structures
Figure 2.31(a) shows the top and side views of an equilibrium structure obtained by
a grand canonical MC simulation with µ = 20 kcal/(mol molecule). It contains an
average of 214 siloxane bonds at the SAM/SiO2 interface, meaning that approximately
one out of three silanol groups in an octadecylsilane is forming a siloxane bond. Fig-
ure 2.31(b) shows an equilibrium structure obtained by a calculation with µ = −20
kcal/(mol molecule). The equilibrium structure contains 431 siloxane bonds on aver-
age, so each of the molecules in the structure is forming approximately two siloxane
bonds. From here on, I refer to the equilibrium structures obtained with µ = 20 and
−20 kcal/(mol molecule) as model A and model B, respectively.
In the SiO2 substrate model used in this work, the density of the surface silanol
groups in the initial structures was 7.8 silanol/nm2. Although this density of the initial
structure is somewhat higher than experimental data obtained for amorphous SiO2,
approximately 5.0 silanol/nm2, [44] the difference in data does not pose a problem for
model usage because the density decreases during the course of MC sampling when
an anchoring bond is formed or when two surface silanol groups condense with each
other. The densities of the remaining surface silanol groups were calculated to be 4.3
and 2.5 silanol/nm2 for models A and B, respectively.
Analysis of the SAM/SiO2 interface
Next, I analyzed the bonding topology of the polysiloxane at the SAM/SiO2 interface.
Siloxane bonds at the SAM/SiO2 interface can be categorized into anchoring and cross-
linking bonds. An anchoring bond is a siloxane bond formed between a headgroup of
an octadecylsilane and a substrate surface, while a cross-linking bond is a siloxane bond
formed between headgroups of two adjacent octadecylsilanes. The ratio of anchoring
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(a) Model A (b) Model B
Figure 2.31: Top and side views of equilibrium structures obtained by grand canonical
MC simulations with (a) µ = 20 kcal/(mol molecule) and (b) µ = −20 kcal/(mol
molecule). SiO2 substrates are not shown in the top views for clarity. The inward
tilt of alkyl chains at periphery is presumably due to a boundary effect, since interior
alkyl chains are standing nearly upright.
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bonds to cross-links in models A and B was found to be 0.63 and 0.77, respectively. I
also found that the number of anchoring bonds far exceeds that of cross-linking bonds
regardless of the total number of siloxane bonds in a model. This result, which is
consistent with that of previous calculations using the canonical ensemble MC method,
is considered to be a consequence of strong steric repulsions between alkyl chains whose
headgroups are cross-linked by an siloxane bond. [12]
Calculation of in-plane X-ray diffraction (XRD) profiles
To evaluate a degree of lateral order within the octadecylsilane SAM, I calculated
in-plane XRD profiles from the structure models. The XRD intensity was calculated
by:
I =
∑
m
∑
n
fmfn exp
(
iqxy · rmn
)
, (2.91)
where fm is an atomic scattering factor of atom m, qxy is an in-plane scattering
vector, and rmn = rm − rn, where rm is a position vector of atom m. [53] The
double summation runs over all carbon atoms constituting the SAM. The intensity
was scanned in-plane, assuming that the incidence and take-off angles of the X-ray
were both 0 deg.
Figure 2.32 shows the diffraction profiles calculated from a crystalline model, model
A, and model B. The crystalline model consisted of 224 octadecyltrisilanol molecules
placed on a hexagonal lattice with a lattice spacing a = 0.4577 nm. Large Bragg peaks
appear at qxy = 15.85, 27.41, and 31.67 nm−1, corresponding to (10), (11), and (20)
reflection from a two dimensional hexagonal phase, respectively. The Laue-function-
like fringe patterns appear as a result of the finite size of the lattice. Figure 2.32 also
shows the diffraction profiles from models A and B. The peak intensities of model B,
which contained approximately twice as many siloxane bonds than model A, are lower
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than those of model A. The decrease is especially noticeable in the higher-order Bragg
peaks, since they are more sensitive to the displacement of atoms from lattice points.
The (11) and (20) reflections are no longer discernible in the diffraction profiles of
model B. These results indicate that an increase in the number of siloxane bonds at
the SAM/SiO2 interface reduces a degree of lateral order within an octadecylsilane
SAM.
The (10) Bragg peak is also observable in GIXD experiments when SAMs are
prepared under certain conditions. [3, 51, 54] A comparison of peak position and full
width at half maximum (FWHM) shows that our calculation reasonably reproduced
the (10) Bragg peaks. The position and FWHM of the (10) Bragg peaks obtained
in this work and in experiment [51] are summarized in Table 2.12. Peak positions of
models A and B are higher by 1.27 and 1.17 nm−1, respectively, than the experimental
values. Using the relationship d = 2pi/q, the deviation in lattice spacing d was found
to be only 0.03 nm. Concerning the width of the peaks, the experimental peak is
wider than that of model B, the more distorted model. It is unreasonable to interpret
the difference to be the result of further polycondensation at the SAM/SiO2 interface,
because the number of siloxane bonds did not increase from that in model B, even
when a lower value of µ, −40 kcal/(mol molecule), is assumed, implying that the
number of siloxane bonds at the SAM/SiO2 interface is nearly saturated in model
B. Therefore, I speculate that not only ordered domains but also amorphous regions,
where the molecules are not standing upright to the surface, existed in actual SAMs
that were prepared for the experiments.
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Figure 2.32: XRD profiles from a crystalline model (red), model A (number of siloxane
bonds: 214, blue), and model B (number of siloxane bonds: 431, green). Bragg
peaks at qxy = 15.85, 27.41, and 31.67 corresponds to (10), (11), and (20) reflection
from a two dimensional hexagonal lattice. Compared with those of model A, the
peak intensities of model B are lower, which indicates that lateral order within an
octadecylsilane SAM diminishes in direct relation to an increase in the number of
interfacial siloxane bonds.
Table 2.12: Position and FWHM of (10) Bragg peaks
Position (nm−1) FWHM (nm−1)
Model A 15.85 1.08
Model B 15.75 1.28
Experiment [51] 14.58 1.46
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2.5 Summary
Large-scale molecular simulation of octadecylsilane SAM/SiO2 systems were perform-
ed using a newly developed organosilane parameters and MC simulator. At the SAM/
SiO2 interface, a polysiloxane network exists that is formed by condensation reactions
of silanol groups at either a headgroup of the octadecylsilane or a SiO2 surface. The
siloxane bonds are classified into two classes: an anchoring bond which is a siloxane
bond formed between a headgroup of an organosilane molecule and a surface silanol
group, and a cross-linking bond which is a siloxane bond formed between headgroups
of two adjacent organosilane molecules. Analyses of the interface bonding topology
in the predicted structure revealed that the ratio of anchoring bonds to cross-linking
bonds is approximately two to one, independent of the total number of siloxane bonds.
This trend is due to the steric hindrance between two alkyl chains which comes out
when two octadecylsilanes are cross-linked.
Effect of the interface bonding topology on the aggregation state of the octadecyl-
silanes was also investigated. It has been previously been reported that the aggregation
state of the SAM depends on deposition conditions or measurement temperature, but
it microscopic origin has never been elucidated. Calculation of XRD profiles from the
SAM/SiO2 models revealed that increase in the total number of siloxane bonds at the
SAM/SiO2 interface decreases the lateral order of octadecylsilanes.
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Chapter 3
Experimental investigations on
the origin of hydrofluoric acid
resistance in octadecylsilane
SAMs
　
3.1 Introduction
The surface properties of SAMs are, in general, determined by terminal groups of
precursor organosilane molecules which form the air/SAM interface after the assem-
bly onto substrates. [1] For instance, SAMs prepared from organosilanes with methyl
(CH3) or perfluoromethyl (CF3) terminal groups have very low surface free energy and
hence are hydrophobic. On the other hand, SAMs prepared from organosilanes with
poly(ethylene glycol) ([OCH2CH2]OCH3) terminal groups have very high surface free
energy and hence are hydrophilic.
Although the terminal group of the organosilane is the major determinant of the
surface properties of SAMs, the aggregation state of the precursor molecules also
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affects the surface properties of the SAMs. In this chapter, I will discuss how the
molecular aggregation state of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) molecules affects the
resistivity of the SAM against hydrofluoric acid (HF). OTS SAMs, along with its
analogue, octadecyltrimethoxysilane (ODS) SAMs, function as a positive type electron
beam (EB) resist, and using the SAM as a resist, high resolution and high density
lithography has been demonstrated. [2, 3] In the EB lithography process, HF serves
as a developer [3], and thus improvement and microscopic understanding of the HF
resistance is technologically crucial.
This chapter consists of six sections including this introduction. Section 3.2 will
go over the materials and methods for preparing and characterizing the OTS SAMs.
Experimental results regarding the ellipsometry, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and
grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) measurements will be given in Section 3.3.
In Section 3.4, I will present a discussion on the mechanism of the HF resistance based
on the experimental results given above, the modeling study reported in Chapter 2,
and previous experimental reports by other groups. These will be summarized in
Section 3.5.
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3.2 Preparation and characterization methods
3.2.1 Preparation of OTS SAM
N-type Si(100) wafers were purchased from Shin-etsu Chemical Co., Ltd. A thin chemi-
cal oxide was formed on the surface by immersing the wafer into SPM (H2SO4 : H2O2 =
4 : 1), and then the silicon wafer was die-cut into 15×15 mm2 substrates using the
Disco dicing saw. The silicon substrates were then stripped of the chemical oxide and
cleaned by the RCA procedure. [4] Finally an oxide with a thickness of 9 to 10 nm
was grown by thermal oxidation at 950◦C for 10 min. (Table 3.1)
n-octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS; CH3(CH2)17SiCl3, Sigma-Aldrich), dehydrated
toluene (Kanto Chemical Co., Inc.), toluene (Kanto Chemical Co., Inc.), acetone
(Kanto Chemical Co., Inc.), and ethanol (Kanto Chemical Co., Inc.) were used as
received. Prior to the SAM formation, the silicon substrates were first sonicated
in ultra-pure water to remove adhered particles and immersed in an APM solution
(NH4OH : H2O2 : H2O = 1 : 1 : 5) for 5 min. at 80◦C to introduce OH groups to the
surface. The silicon substrates were then put in dehydrated toluene containing 0.25
mM OTS at a solution temperature of 4◦C for 1 hr. in a dry N2 atmosphere. After
immersion of the substrate, the samples were ultrasonically cleaned in toluene, ace-
tone, ethanol, and ultra-pure water, in that order. The OTS SAM was then thermally
annealed at either 110◦C or 180◦C in N2 atmosphere. (Table 3.2)
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Table 3.1: Protocol for preparation of SiO2 substrates
Process Details
SH (H2SO4:H2O2 = 4 : 1) RT 10 min.
1 Oxidation Rinse in H2O ×3
Dry with N2 gas
2 Dicing 15×15 mm2
BHF (HF:NH4F:H2O = 1 : 4 : 180) RT 30 sec.
SH 80◦C 5 min.
BHF RT 30 sec.
APM (NH4OH:H2O2 = 1 : 1 : 5) 80◦C 5 min.
3 RCA cleaning BHF RT 30 sec.
HPM (HCl:H2O2:H2O = 1 : 1 : 5) 80◦C 5 min.
BHF RT 30 sec.
(Rinse in H2O two to three times after each step)
Dry with N2 gas
4 Oxidation 950◦C 10 min. (dry)
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Table 3.2: Protocol for preparation of OTS SAM
Process Details
1 Sonication H2O RT 5 min.
APM (NH4OH:H2O2:H2O = 1 : 1 : 5) 80◦C 5 min.
2 OH termination Rinse in H2O ×3
Dry with N2 gas
3 SAM deposition 0.25 mM OTS (9.9 µl OTS in 100 ml dehyd. toluene)
4◦C 1 hr.
Toluene RT 5 min.
Acetone RT 5 min.
4 Sonication Ethanol RT 5 min.
H2O RT 5 min.
Dry with N2 gas
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3.2.2 Characterization methods
The surface properties of the SAMs were characterized using ellipsometry, AFM, and
GIXD. All data were collected at room temperature under ambient humidity.
Ellipsometric measurement
Ellipsometric measurements were performed on a Gaertner LSE Stokes Ellipsometer
with the Gaertner Ellipsometer Measurement Program (GEMP) version 1.2. A He-Ne
laser (λ = 632.8 nm) was equipped with the ellipsometer, and the angle of incidence
was 70 set to deg. Thickness measurements were performed for three different points
on each sample, and an average of the three points were recorded. The measurements
for each sample were repeated after repositioning the sample in the ellipsometer.
The thickness of the SiO2 film was measured prior to SAM formation for each
sample, and then the value was subtracted from the total thickness of the SiO2 film
plus SAM to yield the SAM thickness. The following optical constants were used for
the thickness measurements: nSi = 3.85 and kSi = −0.02, where n and k are the index
of refraction and the adsorption coefficient, respectively, for silicon, and nSiO2 = 1.46
and kSiO2 = 0 for the OTS SAM and SiO2 film. [5]
AFM observation
The AFM images were obtained on a Veeco Dimension 3100 operating in contact
mode and with a Veeco NP-S silicon nitride cantilever (force constant, 0.12 N/m;
resonance frequency, 14-26 kHz). Each image was scanned for 10×10 µm2. The
surface roughness of the SAM, Ra, was calculated as the root-mean-square (RMS)
roughness of the scanned image.
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GIXD measurement
GIXD profiles were obtained on a Rigaku RINT-TTR III diffractometer using Cu Kα
(0.154 nm) radiation operating at 50 kV and 300 mA. GIXD profiles were obtained
for a 2θ range 10-30 deg at an angular resolution of 0.02 deg. Scanning rate was set
to 1.0 deg/min. A monochromatic X-ray was irradiated on the sample surface at the
incident angle of 0.2 deg.
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3.3 Surface analyses of octadecyltrichlorosilane SAMs
3.3.1 Evaluation of HF resistance
Resistance of OTS SAMs to HF was evaluated by measuring the change in ellipsometric
thickness during immersion of the samples in buffered HF (BHF; HF : NH4F : H2O =
1 : 4 : 180). The sample was immersed in BHF for 10 sec. and rinsed twice in water,
and the thickness was evaluated every 30 sec. of immersion. Figure 3.1 shows the
change of the average SAM thickness with respect to BHF immersion time for ”as-
is” (OTS SAM without any annealing after deposition), 110◦C-annealed, and 180◦C-
annealed OTS SAMs. Same optical constants were used for the SAM layer and the
SiO2 layer, and the SAM thickness was calculated as the ellipsometric thickness of the
sample after SAM formation minus that before the SAM formation.
The immersion time required to completely remove the OTS SAM was estimated
to be 52, 89, and 95 sec. for ”as-is”, 110◦C-annealed, and 180◦C-annealed samples,
respectively. Clearly, post-deposition annealing of the OTS SAMs substantially in-
creased their resistance to HF. Furthermore it was shown that the increase in the
resistivity was in positive correlation with annealing temperature.
3.3.2 Observation of surface topography by AFM
AFM measurements were conducted to investigate the change in surface topography
upon thermal annealing. Figure 3.2 shows the AFM images of ”as-is” and 180◦C-
annealed OTS SAMs. No significant change was observed in the images and the
surface roughness, Ra was also identical: 0.142 nm and 0.143 nm for the ”as-is” and
180◦C-annealed OTS SAMs, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Ellipsometric thicknesses of ”as-is” (gray), 110◦C-annealed (orange), and
180◦C-annealed (red) OTS SAMs versus BHF immersion time.
3.3.3 Structural characterization by GIXD
GIXD measurements were conducted to evaluate the in-plane order of the OTS mole-
cules. Figure 3.3 shows the GIXD profiles for ”as-is”, 110◦C-annealed, and 180◦C-
annealed OTS SAMs. In the GIXD profiles of the ”as-is” OTS SAM (gray), a broad
Bragg peak was observed at qxy = 14.94 nm−1 which corresponds to a (10) reflection
from a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. [6–8]
Experimental setup of GIXD measurements are shown in Figure 3.4. The length
of the scattering vector, q, is defined as: [9, 10]
q = |q| = 2pi
λ
|s− s0| = 4pi sin θ
λ
, (3.1)
where s and s0 are the unit vectors in the direction of primary and scattered X-rays,
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: AFM images of OTS SAMs (a) before and (b) after thermal annealing
(10×10 µm2). The height of the bright spots is approximately 0.3-0.4 nm, and the
spots presumably originate from nucleation centers of island growth of the SAMs. No
significant change in surface topography was confirmed.
respectively, θ the scattering angle, and λ the X-ray wavelength. Therefore, from the
Bragg law, we can calculate the value of planar spacing as:
d =
λ
2 sin θ
=
2pi
q
. (3.2)
Furthermore, since a relationship between the spacing of the (hk) lines, dhk, and lattice
constant, a, of a two-dimensional hexagonal phase is given by: [11]
1
d2hk
=
4
3
(
h2 + hk + k2
a2
)
, (3.3)
the spacing of the (10) lines is:
d =
√
3
2
a. (3.4)
From the Equations (3.2) and (3.4), d and a was calculated to be 0.421 nm and 0.486
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Figure 3.3: GIXD profiles of ”as-is” (gray), 110◦C-annealed (orange), and 180◦C-
annealed (red) OTS SAMs.
Figure 3.4: Schematic geometry of an in-plane GIXD measurement. qxy, θ, αi, and
αf are the in-plane scattering vector, the in-plane scattering angle, X-ray incidence
angle, and X-ray take-off angle, respectively.
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nm, respectively. Note that the lattice constant a is equal to a spacing between two
molecules.
The effect of thermal annealing on the molecular arrangement was investigated by
measuring GIXD profiles of 110◦C-annealed and 180◦C-annealed OTS SAMs. (Figure
3.3) The intensity of the (10) Bragg peak was found to decrease in the OTS SAMs
that have been annealed after deposition. This result indicates that lateral order of
OTS molecules decreases by post-deposition annealing.
Comparison of the peak intensity of the 110◦C-annealed and 180◦C-annealed sam-
ples show that annealing at 180◦C further decreased the lateral order, which indicates
that the lateral order has a negative correlation with the annealing temperature for
temperatures below 180◦C.
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3.4 Discussion: mechanism of resistance against HF
Two possible changes could have taken place in the OTS SAM during the thermal
annealing treatment.1) First is a polycondensation reaction of the remaining silanol
groups at the headgroups of OTS molecules. Our molecular simulation study discussed
in Chapter 2 revealed that enhancement of the polysiloxane network at SAM/SiO2 in-
terface can actually reduce the lateral ordering of octadecylsilane molecules. Since the
GIXD measurements showed that an irreversible change occurred in the SAM struc-
ture after thermal annealing, it is possible that the unreacted silanols condensed either
with each other or with surface silanols, which enhanced the polysiloxane network at
SAM/SiO2 interface.
OTS SAMs are predominantly etched by HF most probably by cleavage of Si-
O bonds at SAM/SiO2 interface and not by cleavage of C-C or C-H bonds in alkyl
chains.2) This hypothesis is supported by the fact that reactivity of HF with organic
compounds is lower than equimolar solutions of stronger acids such as hydrochloric
and sulphuric acids. [14] Furthermore, AFM observations revealed that after a short
period of immersion in BHF, OTS SAMs are not uniform but contain a large number
of vacant domains, whose depth is nearly equal to the length of an OTS molecule (data
not shown).
It seems somewhat paradoxical that the annealed OTS SAMs, of which OTS
molecules are more disorderedly arranged than the ”as-is” OTS SAM, exhibited higher
1)The two possibilities are not exclusive and could have occurred together, since they are indepen-
dent events.
2)To be precise, etchant in BHF solution is the bifluoride ions, HF−2 . Hydrogen fluoride molecules
are completely ionized in BHF, due to the existence of NH4F, which is a strong electrolyte: [12]
HF + NH4F → NF+4 + HF−2 .
The bifluoride ions then cleave Si-O bonds following: [13]
SiO2 + 2HF
−
2 + 2H3O
+ → SiF4 + 4H2O.
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Table 3.3: Positions of (10) Bragg peaks, and calculated
line spacings d and intermolecular distances a
Sample Position (nm−1)a d (nm) a (nm)
”as-is” 14.94 0.421 0.486
110◦C-annealed 14.72 0.427 0.492
180◦C-annealed 14.76 0.426 0.492
aPosition of maximum diffraction intensity.
resistance against HF than the ”as-is” OTS SAM. However, consideration of unifor-
mity and density of OTS molecules shows that the disordering of the molecules has
nearly no effect on the permeability of the bifluoride ions through the SAM. AFM
observations and roughness analyses revealed that uniformity of the OTS SAM did
not change after thermal annealing. Moreover, the molecular simulation results in
Chapter 2 showed existence of no vacant domains even after the lateral arrangement
of alkylsilane molecules were disordered by the increased number of interfacial siloxane
bonds (Figure 2.31).
As for the density of OTS molecules, the variation in the intermolecular distance,
∆a is only 0.006 nm, as summarized in Table 3.3. The van der Waals diameter of
an fluorine atom is reported to be 0.294 nm, [15] which is substantially larger than
the ∆a. Therefore, again, it is reasonable to adjudge that the permeability of the
bifluoride ions does not influentially change after thermal annealing.
A second possibility is a removal of entrapped water molecules from the SAM/SiO2
interface. Some previous works [5,16] have noted the existence of the entrapped water
layer between SAM and the substrate. Since water vaporize at 100◦C, there is a chance
for the entrapped water molecules to vaporize and be removed form the interface when
the sample was heated at 110◦C or 180◦C.
Existence of water molecules locally increases electric permittivity ² and thereby
reduces the electrostatic interaction, which is inversely proportional to ², between
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headgroup silanols and SiO2 surface. The reduction of the molecule-substrate inter-
action may facilitate the removal of OTS molecules from the surface.
From the discussion, I conclude that the resistance of OTS SAMs to HF enhanced
after annealing at 110◦C due to a loss of entrapped water molecules, which is accom-
panied by a possible increase in the number of siloxane bonds at SAM/SiO2 interface.
The difference in the 110◦C-annealed and 180◦C-annealed samples can most probably
be attributed to the increase in the number of interfacial siloxane bonds, because pre-
vious thermal gravimetric analysis studies have shown that the removal of entrapped
water molecules occurs below 150◦C. [17,18] Hence the dense polysiloxane network at
the SAM/SiO2 interface plays an important role as a microscopic origin of the high
HF resistivity in OTS SAMs.
Further work is in progress to evaluate the change in the polysiloxane network at
the SAM/SiO2 interface. A spectroscopic evaluation of the polysiloxane is generally
difficult because the composition of the polysiloxane is the same as the SiO2 substrate.
One solution to this is the use of the multiple internal reflection infrared adsorption
spectroscopy (MIR-IRAS; Figure 3.5) which allows an in-situ and in real-time obser-
vation of IR spectra during the thermal annealing. [19] One other advantage of the
MIR-IRAS is that the signal-to-noise ratio is very high compared with the conven-
tional infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy. Observation of the difference in
Si-O stretching and Si-O-Si bending modes before and after the annealing process
should reveal the change in the polysiloxane bonding state.
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Figure 3.5: Typical optical setup of MIR-IRAS. The silicon prism, which is prepared
from a silicon wafer, is covered with thermal oxide and SAM. IR light enters the prism
through one of the beveled edges and penetrates through the prism. [19]
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3.5 Summary
A series of surface analyses was performed to investigate the microscopic origin of the
HF resistivity in octadecylsilane SAMs. OTS SAMs were formed on SiO2 substrates
by a chemisorption method at 4◦C, and the samples were annealed at either 110◦C
or 180◦C. Ellipsometric measurements of SAM thickness during the immersion of the
samples into BHF revealed that, the immersion time required to completely remove
the SAM was approximately 1.7 and 1.8 times longer in the samples annealed at 110
and 180◦C, respectively, which indicated that the post-deposition annealing process
enhanced the resistivity of OTS SAMs against HF.
GIXD measurements of the ”as-is” and the annealed samples showed that hexag-
onal (10) Bragg peak which appears around qxy = 15 nm−1 decreased in the annealed
samples, which indicated that the annealing process disordered the lateral order of
OTS molecules. Furthermore, the degree of disordering was in positive correlation
with the annealing temperature. These results, in combination with the molecular
simulation study in Chapter 2 and previous thermogravimetric analyses, indicate that
the origin of the strong HF resistivity of octadecylsilane SAM is the strong SAM-SiO2
interaction, which in part is realized by polysiloxane bonding at SAM/SiO2 interface.
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Chapter 4
Fabrication of artificial neuronal
networks on micropatterned
organosilane SAM templates
4.1 Introduction
The semiconductor nanofabrication processes, such as lithography, etching, deposi-
tion, wiring and cleaning, that developed and matured in the late 20th century, are
powerful tools which can be applied to what used to be a completely different research
field. I will describe in this chapter an application of the nanofabrication technique to
neurobiology.
In a report by the World Health Organization in 2008 [1], the number of people
affected by any mental disorder or neurodegenerative disease is documented as follows:
154 million people suffer from depression, 25 million people from schizophrenia, 50 mil-
lion people from epilepsy, and 24 million people from Alzheimer and other dementias.
There are also many patients that suffer other exogenous disorders: 91 million and
15 million people are affected by alcohol use disorders and drug use disorders, respec-
tively. Although the prevalence of mental disorders vary among nations (Table 4.1),
this number is still quite high. In a simple calculation, if we assume that the patients
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Table 4.1: Prevalence of mental disorders in 14 countries. [1]
Country Percentage prevalence of any mental disordera
Belgium 12.0 (9.6-14.3)
China (Beijing) 9.1 (6.0-12.1)
China (Shanghai) 4.3 (2.7-5.9)
Colombia 17.8 (16.1-19.5)
France 18.4 (15.3-21.5)
Germany 9.1 (7.3-10.8)
Italy 8.2 (6.7-9.7)
Japan 8.8 (6.4-11.2)
Lebanon 16.9 (13.6-20.2)
Mexico 12.2 (10.5-13.8)
Netherlands 14.9 (12.2-17.6)
Nigeria 4.7 (3.6-5.8)
Spain 9.2 (7.8-10.6)
Ukraine 20.5 (17.7-23.2)
United States of America 26.4 (24.7-28.0)
a95% confidence interval in parenthesis.
have no complication and that the world population is 6 billion, we can deduce that
approximately 6% of all mankind suffer some kind of the mental disorder. This is one
in every seventeen people.
With the phenomenal progress in neurobiology in the last century, neural basis ac-
companying the mental disorders are beginning to be revealed. Many substances of the
central nervous system has been identified to correlate with the disorders, and hypothe-
ses on dopamine-schizophrenia, catecholamine1)-depression, and serotonin-autism re-
lationships have been proposed. [2, 3] Although it is far too simplistic to state, for
example, that schizophrenia is a malfunctioning of the dopamine system or depres-
sion of the catecholamine system, numerous experimental evidences accumulated over
the years suggest that these substances must play some role in the disorders. The
1)Catecholamine neurotransmitters are dopamine, noradrenaline, and adrenaline.
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fact that these substances are all part of a diffuse modulatory system, extending their
reach with widely divergent axonal projections over wide areas of the brain (Figure
4.1), and function as neuromodulators is thought-provoking. Unlike neurotransmit-
ters, such as glutamate and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), neuromodulators, such
as norepinephrine, serotonin, dopamine, and acetylcholine, do not directly carry out
information processing but alter the electrical properties of neurons against neuro-
transmitters. [3]
In order to understand the neural basis of the mental disorders and neurodegener-
ative diseases, not only the top-down approaches of pharmacology and neuroimaging,
but also bottom-up approaches of studying how the neuromodulating substances affect
biological and electrical functions of neuronal network are essential. To investigate the
properties of a network of neurons, one promising approach is to construct an artifi-
cially designed neuronal network which constitutes of well-defined number, position,
connectivity, and type, of neurons.
Such an artificial neuronal network can be fabricated by imposing geometry onto
cultured neurons. This can be achieved topographically [5–9] or chemically [9–21]
by offering the neurons a pattern of cell-attracting components contrasting a cell-
repellent background. (Figure 4.2) Such patterns have mostly been created by soft
lithography [9,13–20] or photolighography [5–12,21]. Micro-contact printing (µCP), a
soft lithography technique that involves stamping distinct patterns of cell-attracting
components onto a cell-repellent background, is a widely employed method for cell
patterning. Although the method is convenient once a stamping mold is fabricated, the
mold fabrication process inevitably requires photolithography or electron-beam (EB)
lithography. Moreover, with the µCP method, the spatial resolution of the pattern is
limited to several micrometers, because the cell-attracting component, either proteins
or SAM precursor molecules, blurs after being stamped. Photolithography is also
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an extensively employed technique capable of fabricating micrometer-scaled patterns
in large area, but a practical pattern scale is limited to 1 µm, and production of
photomasks, which requires EB lithography, is costly.
EB lithography provides a valuable platform for cell patterning, [22–24] although
it has not been applied to patterning neuronal cells so far. EB lithography is a direct
writing method with high throughput and capability of generating arbitrary patterns.
It also enables us to fabricate patterns down to several nanometers, which is accom-
plished by precise deflection (step size ∼2.5 nm) of a tightly focused EB (diameter ∼2
nm), up to millimeters. With alignment marks on the substrate and a high resolution
positioning stage, EB lithography can be used to overlay patterns over large areas
with better than 40 nm accuracy. [23]
EB lithography is also compatible with SAM patterning processes. SAMs offer
a chemically-robust and long shelf-life template for cells compared to direct protein
patterning techniques. With an appropriate choice of precursor molecules, they can
be used to modify surface physicochemical properties and, if necessary, biological
activities of surfaces by covalently tethering functional proteins.2)
In order to fabricate an artificially designed network of neurons and use the net-
work to study the effect of neuromodulators on biological and electrical properties on
neuronal populations, a template substrate for the neurons must be able to support ad-
hesion of excitatory and inhibitory neurons, and possibly glial cells, at predetermined
sites and to control the polarity of growing neurites3), both at a single cell level. These
2)For example, SAMs prepared with thiol (SH)- or carboxy (COOH)-terminated organosilanes
can subsequently be reacted with another molecule having bromoacetyl (CHOCH2Br) or aminooxy
(ONH2) group, respectively, to covalently immobilize a target molecule onto the surface, which can
then interact with a cultured cell either to facilitate or inhibit adhesion. Amino (NH2)-terminated
SAM can be activated with an N,N ′-disuccinimidyl carbonate (DSC) which then reacts with an amino
group of a target molecule to form a covalent linkage via an urea (NHCONH) bond. [25,26] Carboxy
(COOH)-terminated SAM can be activated with N -ethyl-N ′-(dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide
(EDC) and N -hydroxyl succinimide (NHS) into an active NHS ester, which can then form a covalent
linkage with an amino group of a target molecule via an amide bond. [26,27]
3)This means that extension pathways of two types of neurites, i.e., axon and dendrite, need to be
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two requirements have only been realized partially4) and independently. [12,16,28,29]
EB lithography combined with the surface modification technique using SAMs have a
high potential to fabricate a template substrate that complies with the requirements,
due to its capability to modify and functionalize surfaces at sub-cellular and molecular
scale.
Here in this chapter, I will describe, first, methods to fabricate template substrates
which support a defined network formation of cultured cells by surface modification
of silicon and glass substrates with EB lithography and organosilane SAMs. I utilized
micron patterns and sub-micron patterns of APTES (3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane)
and ODS (octadecyltrimethoxysilane) SAMs as templates for patterning cells. The
APTES SAM serves as a cell adhesive region, supporting adhesion, spreading, and
neurite extension of the cells,5) [30, 31] and the ODS SAM serves as a cell repellent
region.6) Then I will show some of the preliminary results of cell culturing on the
micropatterned organosilane SAM templates. A neuronal cell line, PC12, is used
as a neuron model. Although the two requirements have not been fulfilled so far,
the nanometer-modified substrate fabricated using EB lithography and SAMs can be
further optimized to support a growth of neuronal network that satisfies the above two
determinable.
4)Ho et al. [28] and Chan et al. [29] reported a spatially controlled co-culture of neurons and glias
on a plastic dish. Their method, however, cannot be used to fabricate a bi-cellular network, since
fabrication of such a network requires three characteristically different regions, adhesive regions for
cell A and B, and a cell-repellent region. Stenger et al. [12] reported a selective guidance of axons and
dendrites, but their method was later rebutted by Offenha¨usser et al. [16].
5)The mechanism of attractive cell-SAM interaction is still being debated, but a most probable ex-
planation is that APTES or other cell adhering SAMs preferentially physisorbs cell adhesion molecules
that are contained in media, such as fibronectin. Most abundant proteins in media are albumins which
are known to inhibit cell adhesion. Serum, which constitute 5-15% of the media, contains albumins at
a very high concentration, usually in the range of 20-50 mg/ml. [32] Iwata proposed a hypothesis that,
upon immersion of the template substrate into the media, albumins adhere first onto the APTES,
and ODS, region, but fibronectins and other adhesion molecules gradually replace the albumins on
the APTES SAM region. [33]
6)Again, their is no commonly accepted theory on why the SAM inhibits cell adhesion, but hypo-
thetical explanation by Iwata is that albumins adhere onto the hydrophobic ODS SAM region firmly,
and they do not become replaced by other serum proteins. [33]
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requirements. Finally I will present the protocol and results of Ca2+ imaging analyses,
which can be used to study the function of neuronal networks.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.1: (a, b) Patterns of communication in the nervous system. (a) A typical
neuron forms a synaptic contact with specific target cells and activates them for a
brief period of time. (b) A neuron of a diffuse modulatory system, on the other
hand, projects over great distances, makes contacts with a large number of target cells
using a widely divergent axon, and activates the targets for long periods. Circles and
black lines indicate cell bodies and axons, respectively. (c-e) Axonal projections in a
(c) dopaminergic, (d) serotonergic, and (e) noradrenergic diffuse modulatory systems.
Colored oval regions indicate the location of neuronal nuclei, and the arrows indicate
the pathways and targets of axonal projections. [4]
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Examples of a neuronal network on micropatterned substrate. [17] (a) An
optical micrograph at 7 days in vitro and (b) a scanning electron micrograph at 4 days
in vitro. Somata are labeled ”S”, presumed axons ”A”, and dendrites ”D”. A growth
cone is labeled ”G”.
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4.2 Fabrication of organosilane SAM templates
In this section, three different methods of fabricating APTES/ODS patterns are de-
scribed: (i) ODS direct-lithography process on silicon substrate (Figure 4.3), (ii)
negative-resist masking process on silicon substrate (Figure 4.4), and (iii) negative-
resist masking process on glass substrate (Figure 4.5). Current observations are indi-
cating that the APTES regions in negative-resist masking processes have the highest
cell affinity. The reason for the different cell affinity of APTES SAMs in different pro-
cesses is still unclear, but we suspect that, in the ODS direct-lithography process, ODS
SAMs are not completely removed even after pattern development, and this residual
ODS molecules inhibits firm attachment of APTES molecules. Cell repellent regions,
i.e., ODS regions, show no process dependency and strongly inhibit cell adhesion.
Figure 4.3: Direct-lithography process for fabricating APTES/ODS patterns on a
silicon substrate.
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Figure 4.4: Negative-resist masking process for fabricating APTES/ODS patterns on
a silicon substrate.
Figure 4.5: Negative-resist masking process for fabricating APTES/ODS patterns on
a glass substrate.
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4.2.1 ODS direct-lithography process on silicon
As discussed in the previous chapters, ODS serve as a positive-type electron beam
(EB) resist. Here I will describe a protocol to fabricate an APTES/ODS pattern by
direct lithography onto ODS SAM on a silicon substrate.
N-type Si(100) wafers were purchased from Shin-etsu Chemical Co., Ltd. Sulfu-
ric acid (H2SO4), ammonia (NH4OH), and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), chloroform,
and carbon tetrachloride were purchased from Kanto Chemical Co., Inc. Octade-
cyltrimethoxylsilane (CH3(CH2)17Si(OCH3)3) was purchased either from Gelest, Inc.
and Sigma.
SiO2 substrate preparation
A thin chemical oxide was formed on the surface by immersing the wafer into a piranha
solution (H2SO4:H2O2 = 4 : 1), and then the silicon wafer was then die-cut into 15×15
mm2 chips using the Disco dicing saw. The silicon substrates were cleaned following
the RCA procedure [34] and then an oxide with a thickness of 9 to 10 nm was then
grown by thermal oxidation at 950◦C for 10 min. (Table 3.1)
Deposition of ODS SAM
APM solution (NH4OH:H2O2:H2O = 1:1:5) was heated to 80◦C in a water bath. The
oxidized silicon substrate was immersed in the APM solution for 10 min., rinsed in
ultra-pure water five times, and dried under N2 gas. Then, in a glove bag purged with
N2 gas, the substrate was placed in a Teflon jar (120 ml) containing 500 µl ODS. The
jar was heated in an oven for 3 hrs. at 110◦C. Finally, the substrate was taken out of
the jar, sonicated with chloroform for 10 min., and dried under N2 gas.
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Electron beam lithography
EB lithography was performed using HITACHI S-4200SE scanning electron microscope
combined with a lithographic system, BEAM DRAW (Tokyo Technology, Ltd.). Beam
acceleration voltage Vacc was set to 20 kV, electron beam current Ie to 5000 pA, and
dose to 1040 µC/cm2.
After the EB lithography, the pattern was developed by immersing the substrate
into BHF for approximately 2 min. The optimum immersion time was determined by
rinsing the substrate with ultra-pure water every 10 sec. of immersion and carefully
observing a water droplet formation onto an entirely-irradiated 250×250 µm2 field.
After development, the substrate was rinsed in fresh ultra-pure water 3 times.
Deposition of APTES SAM
The substrate was first sonicated in ethanol for 2 min. Then the substrate was im-
mersed in a 2% APTES solution, which contains APTES 500 µl, ethanol 23.75 ml,
and H2O 1.25 ml, for 1 hr. at room temperature. Finally the substrate was sonicated
in ethanol for 5 min.
4.2.2 Negative-resist masking process on silicon
SiO2 substrate preparation
A thin chemical oxide was formed on the surface by immersing the wafer into a piranha
solution (H2SO4:H2O2 = 4 : 1), and then the silicon wafer was then die-cut into 15×15
mm2 chips using the Disco dicing saw. The silicon substrates were cleaned following
the RCA procedure [34] and then an oxide with a thickness of 9 to 10 nm was then
grown by thermal oxidation at 950◦C for 10 min. (Table 3.1)
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Electron beam lithography
First, the SiO2/Si substrate was cleaned with a piranha solution, and coated with
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS; (CH3)3SiNHSi(CH3)3) by immersing the substrate into
a 0.5 mM HMDS solution (solvent: CCl4) for 30 sec. HMDS coating promotes the
resist adhesion to the substrate.
Next, the substrate was baked in atmospheric environment for 1 min. at 180◦C,
and a positive-type EB resist, ZEP520, was spin-coated onto the surface at 300 rpm
for 3 sec., then 4000 rpm for 120 sec. The thickness of the resist was approximately
100 nm. The substrate was baked again for 3 min. at 180◦C.
Then, the substrate was baked for 2 min. at 105◦C, and a negative-type EB resist,
SAL601, was spin-coated at slope setting for 10 sec., then at 4000 rpm for 60 sec. The
thickness of the resist was approximately 700 nm. The substrate was baked again for
1 min. at 105◦C.
EB lithography was performed at Vacc = 20 kV, Ie = 200 pA, and dose of 12
µC/cm2. After EB lithography, the substrate was post-baked for 1 min. at 115◦C for
1 min. and cooled at room temperature for 1 min. Then the substrate was immersed
in a SAL601 developer, MFCD-267), for 7 min. and rinsed in H2O for 1 min.
After the development, the substrate was descummed by capacitive coupled plasma
reactive ion etching, CCP-RIE, with O2 plasma. The CCP-RIE was performed at 20
sccm, 5 Pa, 50 W for 4 min. Then the substrate was immersed in a BHF solution
for 15 sec.8) These processes ensure a full removal of the SAL601 and ZEP520 resists
from the developed, uncovered areas.
7)MicropositTMMFTM-CD-26 (MFCD-26) developer is a product of Rohm and Haas Electronic
Materials, LLC. It is an alkaline liquid which consists of 2.4% tetramethylammonium hydroxide and
>95.0% water.
8)When running this process, the substrate can be stored in an atmospheric environment after the
CCP-RIE process, and this BFH treatment should be carried out immediately before the ODS SAM
deposition.
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ODS SAM deposition
The descummed substrate was placed in a Teflon jar (120 ml) containing 350 µl ODS
in an N2-purged glove bag. The jar was then heated in an oven for 3 hrs. at 110◦C.
Lift-off of the resist layer
Immediately after the deposition of ODS SAM, the substrate was sonicated in chlo-
roform for 10 min. two times, so as to remove physisorbed ODS molecules. Next, the
substrate was sonicated in tetrahydrofuran for 10 min. two times, so as to dissolve
ZEP520 resist and lift-off SAL601/ODS patterns. Then, the substrate was sonicated
in acetone, ethanol, and ultra-pure water, for 2 min. each in that order, so as to
remove any unwanted contaminants. Finally, the substrate was rinsed in ultra-pure
water five times.
APTES SAM deposition
The substrate was first sonicated in ethanol for 2 min. Then the substrate was im-
mersed in a 2% APTES solution, which contains APTES 500 µl, ethanol 23.75 ml,
and H2O 1.25 ml, for 1 hr. at room temperature. Finally the substrate was sonicated
in ethanol for 5 min.
4.2.3 Negative-resist masking process on glass
TEOS deposition
Prior to the depostion of TEOS (tetraethylorthosilicate, Si(OC2H5)4), the glass sub-
strate was first cleaned by immersing the substrate in SPM solution for 5 min. at
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Table 4.2: Process recipe for deposition of TEOS-SiO2
Gas TEOS (4.0 sccm) + O2 (500.0 sccm)
Pressure 53.0 Pa
Temperature 300◦C
RF power 80 W
Time 5 min.
room temperature and then in APM solution for 5 min. at 80◦C. A TEOS-SiO2 layer
approximately 150 nm thick was deposited onto the substrate by the plasma chemical
vapor deposition method. A detailed process recipe is given in Table 4.2
Electron beam lithography
First, the SiO2/Si substrate was cleaned with a piranha solution, and coated with
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS; (CH3)3SiNHSi(CH3)3) by immersing the substrate into
a 0.5 mM HMDS solution (solvent: CCl4) for 30 sec. HMDS coating promotes the
resist adhesion to the substrate.
Next, the substrate was baked in atmospheric environment for 1 min. at 180◦C,
and ZEP520 was spin-coated onto the surface at 300 rpm for 3 sec., then at 4000 rpm
for 120 sec. The thickness of the resist was approximately 100 nm. The substrate was
baked again for 3 min. at 180◦C.
Then, the substrate was baked for 2 min. at 105◦C, and SAL601 was spin-coated
at slope setting for 10 sec., then at 4000 rpm for 60 sec. The thickness of the resist
was approximately 700 nm. The substrate was baked again for 1 min. at 105◦C.
Finally, a charge-dissipating agent, ESPACER r© (Showa Denko K.K.) was spin-
coated onto the surface at 1500 rpm for 35 sec., then at 5500 rpm for 25 sec. ESPACER r©
is an aqueous solution of poly[isothianaphthenediyl sulfonate] and additives, and is a
charge-dissipating agent for EB lithography.
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EB lithography was performed at Vacc = 20 kV, Ie = 200 pA, and dose of 12
µC/cm2. After EB lithography, first, ESPACER r© was removed by rinsing the sub-
strate in H2O for 2 min. Then the substrate was post-baked for 1 min. at 115◦C for 1
min. and cooled at room temperature for 1 min. Finally the substrate was immersed
in a SAL601 developer, MFCD-26, for 7 min. and rinsed in H2O for 1 min.
After the development, the substrate was descummed by capacitive coupled plasma
reactive ion etching, CCP-RIE, with O2 plasma. The CCP-RIE was performed at 20
sccm, 5 Pa, 50 W for 4 min. Then the substrate was immersed in a BHF solution
for 15 sec.9) These processes ensure a full removal of the SAL601 and ZEP520 resists
from the developed, uncovered areas.
ODS SAM deposition
The descummed substrate was placed in a Teflon jar (120 ml) containing 350 µl ODS
in an N2-purged glove bag. The jar was then heated in an oven for 3 hrs. at 110◦C.
Lift-off of the resist layer
Immediately after the deposition of ODS SAM, the substrate was sonicated in chlo-
roform for 10 min. two times. Next, the substrate was sonicated in tetrahydrofuran
for 10 min. two times. Then, the substrate was sonicated in acetone, ethanol, and
ultra-pure water, for 2 min. each in that order. Finally, the substrate was rinsed in
ultra-pure water five times.
9)When running this process, the substrate can be stored in an atmospheric environment after the
CCP-RIE process, and this BFH treatment should be carried out immediately before the ODS SAM
deposition.
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APTES SAM deposition
The substrate was first sonicated in ethanol for 2 min. Then the substrate was im-
mersed in a 2% APTES solution, which contains APTES 500 µl, ethanol 23.75 ml,
and H2O 1.25 ml, for 1 hr. at room temperature. Finally the substrate was sonicated
in ethanol for 5 min.
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4.3 Culturing method of PC12 cells
4.3.1 Introduction to the PC12 cells
Rat pheochromocytoma cell line PC12, first cloned in 1976 by Greene and Tischler, [35]
was used as a model for neurons. PC12 cells in their native state exhibit the pheno-
typical properties associated with pheochromocytoma cells or adrenal chromaffin cells,
such as synthesizing, storing, releasing, and taking up catecholamines. [36] The most
important feature of the PC12 cells is that when they are primed with nerve growth
factor (NGF), they undergo a dramatic change in the phenotype and acquire many
of the properties characteristic of sympathetic neurons. The NGF-primed PC12 cells
cease their proliferation, generate long neurites, and store/release neurotransmitters,
such as catecholamines and acetylcholines (ACh). Neurites of a NGF-primed PC12
cell cannot be distinguished as axon and dendrite as in neurons, and there is no ev-
idence of its capability to form synaptic connections with a neuron or another PC12
cell. [37]10)
4.3.2 Culture protocol
Routine culture of PC12 cells
PC12 cells are seeded at a concentration of approximately 5-10× 105 cells/cm2 onto
a 100 mm cell-culture dish containing 10 ml DMEM, the Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium [32]. The DMEM is supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 5% horse
serum, 0.15% L-glutamate, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. The seeded cells are
incubated at 37◦C in 5% CO2 atmosphere. The entire medium is replaced every 2 to
3 days with a fresh medium containing all the supplements.
10)With a myotube cell, however, NGF-primed PC12 cells have been reported to form cholinergic
synapses.
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When the cultures reach confluency, they are subcultured at a ratio of 1:25.11) The
detailed protocol of the subculture is as follows:
1. Remove all culture media using aspirator.
2. Carefully wash the dish with 5ml PBS(-)/EDTA twice.
3. Put 2 ml Trypsin (0.25%)/EDTA into the dish. Store in a CO2 incubator (37◦C)
for 5 min.
4. Add 10 ml DMEM and move the cell suspension into a 15 ml plastic tube.
5. Centrifuge the plastic tube at 1000 rpm for 5 min.
6. Aspirate DMEM from the tube.
7. Add 500 µl DMEM and pipette well.
8. Put 20 µl of the cell suspension in to a new plastic tube containing 10 ml DMEM.
9. Replace the diluted suspension into a new 100 mm cell-culture dish.
Generally, two 100 mm dishes should be maintained in case one of the dish accidentally
contaminates.
Priming with NGF
In order to prime the PC12 cells with NGF, simply add 5 to 50 µg/ml NGF into the
culture media. Neurites start extending which can be observed after one or two days
of culture. When replacing the culture media, add the same amount of NGF again.
Subculture of NGF-primed PC12 cells is possible, but after about two times of such
subculture somata of the cells start to form clumps.
11)Greene et al. [37] recommends a subculture ratio of 1:3 to 1:4.
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In reviews on PC12 cells, it is documented that PC12 cells stop their proliferation
after being primed with NGF. However, some PC12 lines, including the one used in
this study, seem to proliferate slowly even after the NGF treatment. In that case,
addition of 1 µM cytosine arabinoside (Ara-C), a DNA synthesis inhibitor, in culture
medium suppresses the proliferation rate.
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4.4 Culturing PC12 cells on APTES/ODS templates
Figure 4.6(a) shows a bright-field optical image of PC12 cells cultured on an APTES/
ODS pattern on silicon substrate fabricated by the direct-lithography process (2 days
in culture). The pattern in a writing field (250×250 µm2) contained 16 (= 4×4)
circular patterns and line patterns that connect the circles. Cell repellency of ODS
region was found to be satisfactory.12) However, cell adhesion to the APTES region
was problematic. Some cells adhered to the APTES region, but depending on the
writing field, the level of adhesion was very low. Moreover, cells that adhered to
the region tended to form undesired clumps, suggesting that the cells are preferring
cell-cell adhesion rather than cell-substrate adhesion.
Figure 4.6(b) shows a bright-field image of PC12 cells cultured on an APTES/ODS
pattern on silicon substrate fabricated by the negative-resist masking process (3 days
in culture). Although seeding concentration of cells and pattern configuration were
not optimized, the variation between writing fields were lower, and cells showed higher
affinity to the APTES region.
Figure 4.7(a) illustrates the APTES patterns (dark gray) on ODS SAM (light
gray). The dimensions of the patterns are summarized in Table 4.3. Figure 4.7(b)
shows a bright-field image of PC12 cells cultured on an APTES/ODS pattern on glass
substrate fabricated by the negative-resist masking process (3 days in culture). The
seeding concentration of cells was lowered, and circular and line patterns were drawn
with more intervals in between them. These modifications reduced the clumping of
the cells, which had been observed on previous templates.
Use of glass substrate enables the use of inverted optical microscopes for obser-
vation, and this is advantageous in two ways. First, inverted microscopes are more
frequently available in cell biology laboratories. Second, high-power objective lenses
12)Small bright spots seen outside of the writing fields in Figure 4.6(a) are floating cells.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: PC12 cells cultured on (a) APTES/ODS patterns fabricated by the direct-
lithography process on a silicon substrate and (b) APTES/ODS patterns fabricated
by the negative-resist masking process on a silicon substrate.
can be used without minding the immersion of the lens in culture media, as were in
the case when using upright microscopes.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: (a) APTES/ODS patterns fabricated on a glass substrate. APTES and
ODS regions are colored in dark and light gray, respectively. The dimension of the
patterns are summarized in Table 4.3. (b) PC12 cells cultured on the APTES/ODS
patterns fabricated by the negative-resist masking process on a glass substrate.
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Table 4.3: Dimensions of APTES/ODS patterns in Figure 4.7
Pattern No. Dimensions
Length of a square side = 20.00 µm
i Vertical line width = 2.00 µm
Horizontal line width = 1.00 µm
Length of a square side = 17.72 µm
ii Vertical line width = 2.00 µm
Horizontal line width = 1.00 µm
Length of a square side = 20 µm
iii Vertical line width = 1.00 µm
Horizontal line width = 0.50 µm
Length of a square side = 17.72 µm
iv Vertical line width = 1.00 µm
Horizontal line width = 0.50 µm
Circle diameter = 20.00 µm
v Vertical line width = 2.00 µm
Horizontal line width = 1.00 µm
Circle diameter = 20.00 µm
vi Vertical line width = 2.00 µm
Horizontal line width = 1.00 µm
Circle diameter = 20.00 µm
vii Vertical line width = 1.00 µm
Horizontal line width = 0.50 µm
Circle diameter = 20.00 µm
viii Vertical line width = 1.00 µm
Horizontal line width = 0.50 µm
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4.5 Ca2+ imaging of PC12 cells
Fluorescent probes that show a spectral response upon binding to Ca2+ enables us to
investigate changes in intracellular free Ca2+ concentration, [Ca2+]i, using fluorescence
microscopy. In order to observe the [Ca2+]i cells, a protocol was designed to load a
Ca2+ indicator, fluo-413), into PC12 cells:
1. Prepare a 35 mm dish with cells to be loaded.
2. Prepare 1 mM stock solution by adding 45.6 µl DMSO to a supplied vial con-
taining 50 µg fluo-4.
3. Put 15 µl stock solution in a 2 ml Eppendorf tube. Add 1.5 µl of 20% (w/v)
Pluronic F-127. Then add 500 µl DMEM.
4. Put the diluted fluo-4 solution in to a 15 ml plastic tube. Add another 1 ml
DMEM. The final concentration of this loading solution is 10 µl.
5. Replace culture media with the loading solution.
6. Incubate for 60 min. at 37◦C.
The PC12 cells loaded with fluo-4 were stimulated with KCl, nicotine, or NGF. For
KCl stimulation experiments, 40 µl of 2 M KCl was added to the dish. For nicotine
stimulation experiments, 100 µl of 2 mM nicotine in DMEM was added to the dish.
For NGF stimulation experiments, 40 µl of 2.5 µg/ml NGF in DMEM was added to
the dish. Accompanying fluorescent change was observed every 15 sec for 5 min. An
inverted fluorescence microscope (BIOREVO BZ-9000, Keyence Co.) was used with a
GFP-B filter (EX 470/40 nm, DM 495 nm, BA 535/50 nm).
13)Fluo-4 acetoxymethyl ester (fluo-4 AM) was purchased from Invitrogen (Molecular ProbesTM).
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Figure 4.8 shows the fluorescence micrograph of NGF-primed PC12 cells after
the KCl stimulation. After the addition of KCl into the culture media, fluorescence
intensity of the PC12 cells loaded with fluo-4 dye increases, indicating a increase
in [Ca2+]i. The intensity approximately doubled 30 sec. after KCl stimulation and
gradually decreased.
Figure 4.9 shows the fluorescence micrograph of NGF-primed PC12 cells after the
nicotine stimulation. After the addition of nicotine, fluorescence intensity of the PC12
cells increased, reaching maximum after 1 min., and gradually decreased.
No response was observed when the PC12 cells were stimulated with additional
NGF.
Addition of KCl in the culture media depolarizes the cultured cells, and there-
fore, the [Ca2+]i increase was probably mediated by Ca2+ influx from voltage-gated
Ca2+ and Ca2+-release from intracellular Ca2+ stores. Ca2+ increase induced by the
nicotine stimulation was most probably mediated by nicotinic acetylcholine receptor
(nAChR). nAChR is a non-selective cation channel permeable to Ca2+ and is known
to be expressed in PC12 cells.
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(a) Before (b) 0 sec.
(c) 30 sec. (d) 1 min.
(e) 3 min. (f) 5 min.
Figure 4.8: Fluorescence images of NGF-primed PC12 cells loaded with fluo-4 after
stimulation with KCl. 0 sec. indicates the time of KCl injection.
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(a) Before (b) 0 sec.
(c) 30 sec. (d) 1 min.
(e) 3 min. (f) 5 min.
Figure 4.9: Fluorescence images of NGF-primed PC12 cells loaded with fluo-4 after
stimulation with nicotine. 0 sec. indicates the time of nicotine injection.
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4.6 Summary
In this chapter, I first described the protocols for fabricating cell patterning templates.
Rat pheochromocytoma PC12 cells, which extend long neurites when primed with
NGF, were used as a model for neurons. Cell-adhering APTES SAM and cell-repellent
ODS SAM were patterned either by directly lithographing onto ODS SAM or by using
a negative-type EB resist SAL601 as a deposition mask. Then I showed the results of
PC12 cell culture on the APTES/ODS pattern. After optimizing cell concentration
and pattern configuration, adhesion sites and neurite extension pathways of PC12 cells
were successfully controlled.
Finally I showed some preliminary results of Ca2+ imaging experiments. PC12 cells
cultured on a plastic cell culture dish was stained with 10 µM fluo-4, and by stimulating
the cells with KCl or nicotine, increase in the intracellular calcium ion concentration
was imaged as an increase in fluorescence. This technique would provide a method to
image activity of neuronal networks.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this dissertation, I presented a series of work which was conducted to, first, char-
acterize the structure of organosilane self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) at molecular
scale, second, investigate the effect of interfacial polysiloxane bonding state on surface
properties of octadecylsilane SAMs, and, third, apply the organosilane SAMs to neu-
robiology. SAM offers a simple bottom-up procedure to control and design chemical
properties of surfaces. Basic characterization of the SAM prevailed in the 1990’s, and
in recent years, most of the published papers are concerned with the application of
the SAMs to nanoelectronics and biology. But, as always, when applications expand,
need for basic research is reignited.
SAM has three interfaces, i.e., air-molecule, molecule-molecule, and molecule-
substrate interfaces. The work presented in Chapter 2 was mainly concerned with
the third interface. The molecule-substrate interface is especially difficult to study ex-
perimentally, because it is buried, and because its composition is exactly the same as
that of the substrate. By developing a set of organosilane parameters for the AMBER
force field, I realized a large-scale molecular mechanics calculation of organosilane
SAM/SiO2 systems. In addition to that, I developed a Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC)
simulator which samples structures with different bonding topologies. Development of
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the force field parameters and the MC simulator enabled a prediction of equilibrium
structures of octadecylsilane SAM/SiO2 systems.
Using these structural models, I first investigated the topology of siloxane bonds
at SAM/SiO2 interface by examining the ratio of anchoring siloxane bonds to cross-
linking siloxane bonds. As expected, anchoring bonds dominated over cross-linking
bonds because formation of the cross-linking bonds results in a repulsive interaction
between alkyl chains of the cross-linked octadecylsilanes. The ratio was approximately
two anchoring bonds to one cross-linking bond, and interestingly, this ratio remained
nearly constant independent of the total number of siloxane bonds in a model except
when the number was very low.
Next, I examined how the siloxane bonding at SAM/SiO2 interface affects the
aggregation state of the octadecylsilanes. In-plane X-ray diffraction profiles were cal-
culated from two octadecylsilane SAM/SiO2 models which had different number of
siloxane bonds at the SAM/SiO2 interface. Their comparison revealed that increase
in the number of siloxane bonds decreased the degree of lateral order of the octadecyl-
silanes. If the octadecylsilane were able to freely organize in two dimensions, they
would arrange in a hexagonal closed-packed phase, but the covalent siloxane bonding
with the substrate and with neighboring molecules hindered this. This theoretical in-
vestigation quantitatively showed that the interfacial bonding topology actually affects
the molecular aggregation state in SAMs.
The work presented in Chapter 3 was concerned with the air-molecule and molecule-
substrate interfaces. The experiment was motivated by a question of why octadecyl-
silane SAMs only 2 nm in thickness show such a high resistivity against strong acids,
such as hydrofluoric acid (HF).
In search for an answer to this question, I first compared the HF resistivity of octa-
decyltrichlorosilane (OTS) SAMs with and without post-deposition annealing treat-
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ment. Ellipsometric measurement of SAM thickness revealed that the resistivity in-
creased nearly twofold when the SAM was thermally annealed at 110 or 180◦C. I then
investigated how the molecular aggregation state changed after the annealing pro-
cess. Surface topography was not altered by the annealing process, as evidenced by
atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements. Yet grazing-incidence X-ray diffrac-
tion (GIXD) measurements showed that the hexagonal order of the OTS SAM de-
creased after thermal annealing. The exact molecular origin of this disordering is still
unclear, but from the molecular simulation study in Chapter 2 and previous ther-
mogravimetric analyses, it is suspected that increase in the number of the siloxane
bonding at SAM/SiO2 interface is playing an important role in the enhancement of
the resistivity, in conjunction with a presumable loss of entrapped water molecules
from the interface. Further work using in-situ infrared spectroscopy will be conducted
in the near future to elucidate the role of these two factors.
The work presented in Chapter 4 was concerned with an application of the SAM
surface to neurobiology. By patterning 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) and
octadecyltrimethoxysilane (ODS) SAMs using a pre-deposited organic layer as a mask,
I showed that adhesion sites and neurite extension pathways of PC12 cells could suc-
cessfully be controlled. Patterning APTES and ODS SAMs by directly lithographing
onto the ODS SAM did not give sufficient reproducibility presumably because of resid-
ual ODS molecules which existed in the electron beam-irradiated region even after
development and interfered immobilization of APTES molecules. In addition, experi-
mental protocol for imaging intracellular Ca2+ change using fluo-4 dye was optimized,
which can be employed in imaging functional activity of the patterned PC12 cells.
For future prospects, first, the patterned PC12 cells need to be validated that they
are forming a functional network. This experiment can be carried out using the above-
mentioned Ca2+ imaging technique. Second, demonstration that the APTES/ODS
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pattern supports a network formation of primary culture neurons is essential, and in
case it fails, a search for better materials need to be carried out. Third, a method
to direct two types of neurites in a neuron, i.e., axon and dendrites, need to be de-
veloped. This may be achieved by designing pathways of appropriate geometry, but
more bothersome fabrication techniques such as patterning of two or more ligands
might become necessary. Finally, different types of neurons, such as excitatory and
inhibitory, must be able to be selectively patterned. This can be realized top-down,
using optical tweezers, but recent progress in stem cell technology and biomaterials
suggests that it may be possible to realize this bottom-up, by patterning appropriate
growth factors which direct differentiation of neural stem cells to specific cell types.
There is a lot more that needs to be accomplished, but ”neuronal network chip”
thus fabricated should develop into a valuable tool for facilitating the discovery of
new drugs for mental disorders and, possibly, for understanding the neuronal basis of
undisclosed functions of human brain, such as consciousness and mind.
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